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ABSTRACT

Four mitochondrial genomes of *Triticum* species were sequenced and annotated: 1) (lo) durum mitochondrial genome, which is an alloplasmic line with *Triticum longissimum* (SS) cytoplasm and *T. turgidum* (AABB) nucleus, 2) *T. longissimum*, 3) *T. turgidum* and 4) *T. tauschii* (DD). Comparison showed major differences in *atp6*, *nad9*, *nad6*, *rps19-p*, *cob* and *cox2* genes among all four species. Additionally, species-specific ORFs were also identified. A single nucleotide polymorphism search within known genes showed that the alloplasmic line differs from the two parental lines by six nucleotides in the *cox3*, *mttB*, *rps2*, *rps4* and *rps13* genes. We were able to recognize mitochondrial heteroplasmy based on single nucleotide variation (SNV) and regions of high SNV density within a given species. Structural differences between *T. turgidum*, (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* mitochondrial genomes were observed; however, conserved gene blocks and gene pairs among these species were identified. Three possible recombination events in gene blocks I, V and VI were recognized. We observed differences in the alloplasmic line, compared to its parental lines in: sequence, predicted genes, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and genome structure. These facts support the hypothesis of the accelerated evolution of the mitochondrial genome when transferred into alien nuclear background. We also found that major gene changes recognized here appear to be common among *Triticum* species.

Based on sequence assembly, we report full mitochondrial sequence of *T. turgidum*. We recognized 40 SNP differences compared to the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome, where 5 SNPs were found in known mitochondrial genes: *rps1*, *rps2*, *cox3* and
The *T. longissimum* and *T. tauschii* share highly similar genomes in structure and content, different only at the level of SNVs. A method to establish phylogenetic relationships based on mitochondrial genome sequence is proposed using differences in reference assembly with a common mitochondrial backbone sequence.

We confirm conservation of the mitochondrial gene content within *Triticum* species. These results create background to explore the role of mitochondrial genes in conditioning nuclear cytoplasmic incompatibility in a wide range of *Triticum* alloploasmic lines and also deepen our understanding of evolutionary relationships that exist in the *Triticum* genus.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This research is divided into two parts that are presented in two papers; each of them consists of an Abstract, Introduction, Results and Discussion. A General Introduction, Literature Review, Objectives, and Materials and Methods are presented before Paper I. The overall Conclusions, a List of References, and Appendixes with additional information concludes this dissertation.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Nuclear–cytoplasmic Interactions

The genetic information which defines a plant’s phenotype is primarily stored in the nuclear genome. A secondary source of this information resides in plasmon—that is, in mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes. Contrary to a nuclear genome, organellar genomes are present in multiple copies per cell. In particular, mitochondria are highly conserved in gene content, however variable in structure (Woloszynska, 2010).

It was recognized early in the study of heredity that traits encoded by the nucleus can be altered to make plants agriculturally beneficial. The potential of genetic variation present within species was then utilized. Not much attention was given to genetic variation present in organellar genomes that could also be used for trait improvement. Mitochondria and their genetic content were, for a long time, considered highly conserved among species (Palmer and Hebron, 1988), and were not extensively analyzed for trait improvement. Another reason for this lack of interest was that the exchange of cytoplasm between related plant species typically caused cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) as the most deleterious and prevalent characteristic of nuclear-mitochondrial incompatibility (Hanson, 1991). However, CMS remains one of the most utilized features connected with mitochondria, particularly in hybrid breeding (Weider et al., 2009) or as a preventive method against invasive species propagation (Hodgins et al., 2009). The agricultural value of genetic information within organelles has not been fully recognized and remains to be investigated.
Available research on cytoplasmic genetic variation and its utilization in alloplasmic lines of *Triticum* has proven to be valuable for trait improvement and also contributed to the understanding of nuclear-cytoplasmic (NC) interactions in plant species. Improvement of traits such as yield, quality, salt tolerance and disease resistance were observed in the context of NC interactions as a beneficial effect of the *Aegilops crassa* cytoplasm on common wheats (Wu *et al.*, 1998 and Liu *et al.*, 2002). Investigation of NC interactions by Tsunewaki and coworkers focused on recognition of genotype by plasmon interaction in alloplasmic lines of *Triticum* and *Aegilops*. In their latest work, authors found significant changes in studied traits, indicating a correlation of those changes with substituted cytoplasmic background (Tsunewaki *et al.*, 2002). Unfortunately, observed changes are not always favorable, but still allow for a better understanding of the evolution of those genera (Tsunewaki *et al.*, 1993, 1996, 2002). The NC interactions have also been studied in many other species. The alloplasmic lines of barley were studied and a number of traits were analyzed such as spike number per plant, spike length, grain number per spike, grain number per plant and grain weight per plant (Goloenko *et al.*, 2000). These traits were found to increase in comparison to the original nuclear donor variety, proving that the genetic variability found in the cytoplasm can be beneficial for barley improvement (Goloenko *et al.*, 2000). Recent studies on the cytoplasmic effects on seven traits of indica rice indicated significant improvement of grain weight and filled-grain ratio compared to mean values of non-alloplasmic lines (Tao *et al.*, 2011). These results support the hypothesis that an opportunity for selection of the appropriate cytoplasmic genomes for a specific nuclear background exists. However, these results cannot be generalized, and each cytoplasmic effect should be
evaluated in the nuclear background of interest and at multiple locations (Tao et al., 2011).

Cytoplasmic male sterility is widely understood as an effect of a mitochondrial defect or mutation (Hanson, 1991). In plants, male sterility is recognized by the inability of the plant to produce fertile pollen grains, create anthers, or by other abnormalities of reproductive tissues that result in loss of pollen (Hanson and Bentolila, 2004) and is observed in many plant species (Leon et al., 1998). The NC effect on the phenotype can only be recognized in a case of cytoplasm change when the reciprocal crosses are made. The result of hybrid crosses with related species depends on the compatibility between the nuclear donor (transmitted by the pollen of the male parent) and the mitochondria/chloroplast (transmitted by the egg cell of the female parent). Over past years multiple mechanisms were proposed and observations were made to explain cytoplasmic male sterility in plant species. Abnormalities in plant development are believed to be the result of an expression of novel mitochondrial polypeptides, which affect mitochondrial function and pollen development (Chase, 2007), an example being CMS observed in a sunflower. In this instance CMS is caused by a new open reading frame (ORF) that is co-transcribed with the atpA gene (Köhler et al., 1991). In many cases it was found that the lack of a particular gene being expressed resulted in a deleterious phenotype—as was recognized in maize where two mutations in the the G cytoplasm, where the nad9 and cox2 mitochondrial genes were found—which altered the cytochorome c oxidase activity (Ducos et al., 2001). The atp6 gene played a significant role in contribution to the CMS phenotype and was recognized as one (together with atp4, coxl gene) of the major mitochondrial genes which can contribute to this phenotype.
The \textit{atp6} gene is a mitochondrial encoded ATP synthase 6 subunit, part of the protein super-complex (Complex V) present in the inner membrane of mitochondria and responsible for the final steps of oxidative phosphorylation. Studies of \textit{atp6} and \textit{atp4} (also called \textit{orf25}) in male-sterile \textit{T. timopheevi}, in comparison to \textit{T. aestivum}, show rearrangements in the upstream region of the \textit{atp6} and \textit{atp4} genes, which may cause the CMS phenotype (Mohr \textit{et al.}, 1993). The \textit{atp6} and \textit{cox2} role in the CMS phenotype was studied in \textit{Oryza sativa} L., where rearrangements inside and/or around \textit{atp6} were suspected to be the cause of male sterility in abortive cytoplasm in rice (Hosseini, 2010). A discovery of \textit{atp6} as a possible cause of male sterility was made when it was recognized that \textit{atp6} gene sequence editing restores fertility in male sterile rice (Iwabuchi \textit{et al.}, 1993). It was found that the repeat region carries a fertility restorer gene (\textit{Rf-1}) which promotes restoration of male sterility by processing the RNA of an aberrant \textit{atp6} gene in rice (Kazama and Toriyama, 2003) and also explains a possible mechanism of fertility restoration, as a nucleus-guided process. It is important to note that the ATP synthase is essential for normal function of the mitochondrial inner membrane (Paumard \textit{et al.}, 2002).

\textbf{Mitochondria as Organelle}

Mitochondria have monophyletic origin and are derived from a bacterial endosymbiotic ancestor, the \textit{α}-Proteobacteria. Evidence suggests that this event happened only once during the evolution of eukaryotic cells (Gray, 1999). The monophyletic origin of mitochondria would suggest that mitochondria (as organelle and its genome) are highly uniform and conserved among all eukaryotes; this is true, but only as far as general mitochondrial function in eukaryotic organisms. The mitochondrial membrane
structure provides the conditions necessary for ATP production from energy-rich molecules such as lipids, amino acids and carbohydrates (Douce, 1985), and that function is shared among all eukaryotes. Mitochondrial functions are reflected in processes such as development, vigor, reproduction and aging of organisms (Chan, 2006). Detailed characterization of mitochondrial proteins allows proper identification of the process, which can be integrated by mitochondria, expanding the range of already-established functions to areas of metabolism, biosynthesis, oxidative stress regulation, cellular signaling, regulation of transcription, translation and protein complex assembly (reviewed by Millar et al., 2005). They are a double-membrane organelle, creating four metabolic compartments first—the outer membrane, second—the volume between the two membranes (inter-membrane space), third—the inner membrane, and fourth—the volume within the inner membrane, known as mitochondrial matrix (Douce, 1985).

Respiratory chain supercomplexes (protein complexes built with multiple proteins) present in plant mitochondria are: complex I (NADH dehydrogenase), II (succinate dehydrogenase), III (cytochrome c reductase) and IV (cytochrome c oxidase), which are placed in the inner membrane of mitochondria. Additionally, at least five “alternative” pathways were recognized, which also take part in respiratory electron transport (Siedow and Umbach, 1995). Recent studies provided new opportunities to describe a functional role for supercomplexes beyond their primary function, such as dimeric ATP synthase complex, which appears to be responsible for the folding of the inner mitochondrial membrane (Dubkina et al., 2006). Mitochondria as organelle constantly change their position within the cell. Studies on meiosis provided evidence that in the cells undergoing cell division, transport processes across the cytoskeleton are
responsible for the proper mitochondrial distribution in daughter cells. Mitochondria can be actively transferred to metabolically more active parts of the cell as, demonstrated in budding yeast (Fehrenbacher et al., 2004). Mitochondrial structure is highly dynamic; it continually moves and undergoes fusion and fission processes when structural changes of organelle occur (Okamoto and Shaw, 2005; Logan, 2010). These processes, such as internal changes of the inner membrane organization and general plasticity of mitochondria, have been connected to numerous human disorders and particularly apoptosis (Zick et al., 2009). Mitochondria are maternally inherited, with some exceptions of paternal or bi-parental inheritance, depending on species and even particular variety (Weihe et al., 2009). In Triticum, maternal inheritance is considered the main source of mitochondrial transfer; however, paternal leakage of mitochondria has been observed, where fragments of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) were maintained in progeny (Hattori et al., 2002).

**Mitochondrial Genomics**

Mitochondria carry their own genome, which is independent from the nuclear genome. However, during evolution mitochondria adapted themselves to new pre-eukaryotic hosts by transferring genetic material into the nuclear genome (Andersson and Kurland, 1998; Lough et al., 2008). Due to that transfer, the majority of mitochondrial encoded genes can be found in the nuclear genome (Adams and Palmer, 2003; Herrmann, 2003). Recent studies of *Mesostigma viride*, considered the earliest ancestor of all green plants, showed that the mitochondrial genome was highly compact at the early stages of green plant evolution. The sequenced genome of the *Mesostigma viride* has only 42,424 bp, with high gene density (86.6% coding sequences), and contains 65 genes. These
genes can also be found in other known mitochondrial genomes (Turmel et al., 2002). This finding provides evidence for the functional conservation of mitochondria in plant species, and is also a valuable addition to our knowledge of mitochondrial genome evolution, especially when contrasted with the diversity of mitochondrial genomes found among animal and plant kingdoms. Plants have the largest known mitochondria, with genome size ranging from 222 to 773 kbp, looking at the 6 sequenced genomes present in National Center for Biotechnology Information (2012). The large size of plant mitochondrial genomes is especially apparent when it is compared to the animal mitochondria genomes, which range from 16 to 20 kbp (Boore, 1999). Based on 1,000 sequenced animal mtDNAs, we can see a high conservation of gene content in the animal kingdom with only 13 protein coding genes (Gissi et al., 2008). Variation in the genome size can be observed not only between different species, but within the species. In the Cucurbitaceae family, the known genome sizes vary from 390 kbp in Citrullus lanatus to 2.9 Mbp in Cucumis melo (Alverson et al., 2010). The T. aestivum mitochondrial genome encodes only 39 protein coding genes, 34 RNA coding genes, and is 452,528 bp in size as a circular molecule (Ogihara et al., 2005).

As mentioned in the first paragraph, mitochondria carry only a fraction of the information required to properly build mitochondria as organelle. In Arabidopsis it was predicted, based on proteomic and various machine learning techniques, that approximately 4,000 proteins can build the mitochondrial structure with its outer and inner membranes (Heazlewood et al., 2004). These proteins are transported from the nucleus, to the cytosol and finally to the mitochondria. They carry mitochondria targeting signals (MTSs) located in most cases on the N-terminal protein coding region (Sirrenberg
et al., 1998), but also at the C-terminal end (Heijne et al., 1986). This information has been used to identify possible mitochondria-targeted proteins (Schneider and Fecher, 2004).

Another characteristic feature of the mitochondrial genome is that the number of mtDNA copies can differ between organism cell types. On average, in Arabidopsis thaliana, there are 59 mtDNA copies per cell; however, generative cells have on average only 0.083 copies of mtDNA (Wang et al., 2010). Mitochondria can gain back its genetic material by fusion and fission processes, which occur constantly within cells (Logan, 2010). Thus, it is possible that certain mitochondria will not carry any copy of DNA within itself, but will still provide its functions to the cell.

Despite functional conservation, it is characteristic for the mitochondrial genomes within cells to be highly diverse in structure and nucleotide polymorphism, which is recognized as heteroplasmy. Heteroplasmy is defined as the coexistence of divergent mitochondrial genotypes (mitotypes) in the same cell. This phenomenon has been connected with paternal leakage of mitochondria as observed in Silene vulgaris (Bentley et al., 2010). It was found that mitotypes can coexist in a single cell (Figure 1), however
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**Figure 1.** An ideogram representing differences in the mitochondrial composition of two cells. Cells are designated as A and B. Numbers: I, II, III represent different mitotypes present in cell. Change in proportion between mitotypes is recognized as a substoichiometric shift.
the proportion between mitotypes can differ between plants, tissues, and developmental stages (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2001). The coexistence of mitotypes and substoichiometric shift can explain the emergence of CMS as demonstrated in Brassica napus. It was found that pol male sterile, and nap fertile mitotypes coexist in B. napus cultivars (Chen et al., 2011). Stoichiometric shifting is considered the mechanism for the generation of mitochondrial gene diversity. Studies on the maize atpA gene, where four genomic rearrangements were identified (Small et al., 1987), provide the background to connect the observed gene diversity and the shift between different mitotypes in the cell. Studies of Beta vulgaris where CMS genomes belong to a single sterile lineage showed that CMS lines underwent accelerated rates of nucleotide substitution and genome rearrangement (Darracq et al., 2011). Mitochondrial genomes are rich in large repeats (over 1,000 bp), which take part in reciprocal recombination and are responsible for the multipartite organization of the genome (Sugiyama et al., 2005). Another common feature, recognized as the main reason for the appearance of new mitotypes, are short repeats, which are very common in mitochondrial genomes (Woloszynska et al., 2010). The connection between CMS phenotypes of maize and changes in the genome size was found to be connected with large (0.5-120 kbp) duplications (Allen et al., 2007). Mitochondrial genome recombination is controlled by the nucleus. The nuclear gene msh1 (mutS homologue) was found to be a suppressor of recombination at the short repeated sequence regions (size range, from 108 bp to 556 bp) in Arabidopsis. By its action, this gene can contribute to mitochondrial evolution, creating lineage-specific patterns of mitochondrial genetic variation in higher plants (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009). Studies on yeast revealed that the mgm101 protein is required for mitochondrial repeat-
mediated homologous recombination (Mbantenkhu et al., 2011), which additionally confirms the role of nuclear control on mitochondrial recombination.

In the natural population of *Silene vulgaris*, the level of heteroplasmy was quantified using the *atpA* and *cox1* genes. It was concluded that in one population, 26% of the diversity occurred within individuals (Welch et al., 2006). Studies on the common bean show that mitotypes are inherited and transmitted from one generation to another (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2001). In conclusion, the heteroplasmy itself is a natural state of mitochondrial genomes, but can be influenced by many factors, such as the alloplasmic condition. Multiple variants of mitochondria can be an evolutionary mechanism of cytoplasm adaptation, since mitochondria behave in a cell as a population.

**Mitochondrial Genome Evolution**

Mitochondrial genome evolution depends on four different aspects: 1) mutation rate, 2) intra-genomic recombination, 3) transfer of genes between organelle genomes (mainly nuclei and mitochondria), and 4) heteroplasmy.

In general, plant mitochondria accumulate substitutions 3 to 4 times slower than chloroplast and 100 times slower than animal mitochondria (Palmer and Herbon, 1988; Wolfe and Sharp, 1987). Studies on flowering plants demonstrate an exception from the observed slow mutation rate of the plant mitochondrial genome, indicating that the mutation rate is dependent on factors, such as production and detoxification of oxygen free radicals or the efficacy of mtDNA replication and/or repair (Cho et al., 2004). The mutation rate of the mitochondrial genome can be variable, as shown in studies of the *Geraniaceae* family where mutation-creation mechanisms in mtDNA were studied (Parkinson et al., 2005). Seven mitochondrial genes were compared across taxa of
Pelagronium hortorum, and results indicated exceptionally rapid mitochondrial evolution (Parkinson *et al.*, 2005). These multiple mutation rate estimates of mitochondrial DNA give rise to a hypothesis that there can be multiple mechanisms of mutation induction/control.

It is recognized that mitochondria recombine frequently, creating new configurations of the genome and constantly changing structure, which as a consequence is accompanied by gene shuffling. There are multiple factors that can alter homologous recombination such as: cytoplasm substitution (Dieterich *et al.*, 2003; Liu *et al.*, 2002), tissue culture (Kanazowa *et al.*, 1994; Vitart *et al.*, 1992), and cellular replication. As mentioned before, homologous recombination is guided by large repeats (larger than 1,000 bp), which are present multiple times in a mitochondrial genome (Sugiyama *et al.*, 2005). Recombination can also occur through short repeats (six to several hundred base pairs), which are considered to be “hot spots” for recombination and are present in high numbers in mtDNA (Scotti *et al.*, 2004). There is strong connection between the recombination of mitochondrial genomes and the nuclear coded genes which guide those processes. Biochemical activity similar to the bacterial *RecA* gene was observed during the recombination of soybean mitochondria, where recombination structures were observed (using Western blot analysis, 2-D agarose gel electrophoresis), providing the first physical evidence for recombination and connection with nuclear guidance of that process (Manchekar *et al.*, 2006).

As mentioned before, the mitochondrial genome has one characteristic feature: transfer of its genes (protein and tRNA coding genes) to the nucleus, which has occurred during the course of evolution (Martin and Herrmann, 1998). Gene content in eukaryotic
mitochondria varies greatly, with the protein coding genes ranging from 3 to 67 and tRNA from 0 to 27 (reviewed by Adams and Palmer, 2003). A highly variable rate and pattern of mitochondrial gene loss and transfer to the nucleus was observed in studies on flowering plants (Adams et al., 2002). This variability of gene content (Gray, 1999), and the single mitochondria origin in all plant species (Turmel et al., 2002), creates a picture where nuclear-mitochondrial gene transfer has to be one of the major evolutionary processes which guides mitochondrial evolution. In addition to the process of gene transfer, differences in genes that are being transferred to the nucleus are observed. Functional gene transfer takes place when the transferred gene can be expressed in the nuclear background. Recent evidence of that process was observed in Triticum and Oryza, a relatively closely related grass species (Sandoval et al., 2004). Comparison of these species indicated that maize does not have rps14 and rpl5 mitochondrial genes, however wheat has the functional rpl5 gene, but the rps14 pseudogene is located in the nucleus (Sandoval et al., 2004).

It was demonstrated that heteroplasmy could be of evolutionary importance with relation to the adaptation of species to changing environmental conditions. Studies on insecticide resistance of Tetranychus urticae (arthropod pest)–where the resistance is encoded by the mitochondrial genome–provided that evidence. Mitotypes carrying resistance were favored by selection at a frequency of 60% or more (Leeuwen et al., 2008). Heteroplasmy allows species to create various mitotypes and if necessary stoichiometric shifting can occur, creating changes in proportion of a mitotypes (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2001).
Mitochondria are a flexible organelle defined by constant fusion and fission processes, and by their high mobility within the cell which allows adaptation of the physiological needs of the whole organism. Looking at the mitochondrial genome, we also see a high level of recombination activity, accompanied by gene transfer. Existence of mitotypes creates a population of mitochondrial genomes within a cell, providing the means of adaptation to environmental conditions. This can be contrasted with relatively high conservation of gene content; however, this fact cannot be generalized above kingdom level. The simplest way to describe mitochondria and their function, but also with relation to the evolutionary potential of its genome, would be: adaptable.
OBJECTIVES

In our studies we compared four mitochondrial genomes from the *Triticum* genus: *T. turgidum*, an alloplasmic durum line with a *Triticum longissimum* cytoplasm [hereafter referred to as (lo) durum], *T. longissimum* and *T. tauschii*. Our research focused on two aspects of cytoplasm evolution in the *Triticum* genus. First, a possible connection between phenotypic abnormalities observed in the alloplasmic line and its relation to the cytoplasm (Paper I); and second, evolution of *T. turgidum* mitochondria by comparison to *T. aestivum* and *T. tauschii* mitochondrial genomes (Paper II). In both papers we characterize gene content, looking at major gene changes and polymorphism within gene space and across the genome, as well as compare with sequenced genomes globally, gene space organization and overall synteny. We hypothesize possible causes for phenotypic changes observed in our model and evolution of mitochondria in tetraploid and hexaploid wheat genomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material

Four *Triticum* species: *T. turgidum* (line 56-I), *T. longissimum* (line WCB18), alloplasmic durum line [(lo) durum] and *T. tauschii* (line WCB623) were used for sequencing of the mitochondrial genomes. The (lo) durum wheat is a male sterile alloplasmic line where the cytoplasm is derived from *T. longissimum* and the nucleus is from *T. turgidum*. The *scs*<sup>ii</sup> locus on chromosome 1A restores viability in this alloplasmic line and was derived from *T. timophevii* (Maan, 1992a). This line is maintained by crossing with normal durum [(d) – –; 56-1], which does not have a copy of the *scs* gene. The (lo) durum line was chosen to investigate the differences and changes that occur in the mitochondrial genome in the alloplasmic condition. Evolution of the *Triticum* species was studied by sequencing both parents of *T. aestivum*, *T. tauschii*—considered to be the DD paternal nuclear genome donor—and *T. turgidum*, the maternal AABB nuclear genome donor of *T. aestivum* and, as a consequence, the cytoplasm donor for that species (Feldman, 2001).

Mitochondrial DNA Isolation and Amplification

The base for the mitochondria isolation procedure was the protocol developed by Triboush *et al.* in 1998. Plants were grown in the greenhouse in dark conditions for two to three weeks. Trays with soil mix were placed in the greenhouse, in closed cardboard boxes. Only leaf tissue was harvested and collected in aluminum foil on ice. Before the DNA isolation, tissue was rinsed with 4<sup>o</sup>C distilled water and transferred to cold room (4<sup>o</sup>C). All subsequent steps were performed in the cold room to prevent organelle, and as consequence mtDNA degradation. Tissue homogenization was performed using a hand
blender with STE buffer (400 mM sucrose, 50 mM Tris pH 7.8, 20 mM EDTA-Na₂, 0.2% bovine serum albumin, 0.2% β-mercaptoethanol), as described in the original procedure, until the majority of green tissue was separated from cellulose fibers.

Homogenized tissue was filtered using nylon woven mesh with 50 microns opening (Nitex). Tubes containing homogenized tissue were transferred into ice and centrifuged in a Sorval RC6 Plus, Thermo Scientific, 3,000 g – 10’ (cell/tissue debris pelleting), 16,000 g – 15’ (chloroplast pelleting) and 26,000 g – 45’ (mitochondria pelleting). Pelleted mitochondria from the last centrifugation were treated by DNase to digest nuclear and chloroplast DNA (Triboush et al., 1998). Mitochondrial DNA was isolated immediately after organelle purification using a Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep Kit, Sigma-Aldrich Co, St. Louis, USA. We used the “Cultured Cell Preparation” procedure supplied with the kit, starting from 200 μl of RS solution. Quantitative real time PCR, using 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System, Applied Biosystems™, was performed to test for the proportion of mitochondrial, chloroplast and nuclear DNA. Three gene-specific primers with TaKaRa SYBR® Premix Ex Taq™ II (Perfect Real Time), Takara Bio, Madison, USA were used for the PCR reaction. Gene-specific primers for chloroplast (gene psb60), mitochondrial (gene nad3) and nuclear genomes (retrojunction nuclear marker) are listed in Table C1. No amplification of nuclear DNA was reported for any sample in mitochondrial DNA preparation (nuclear DNA was used as positive control from total DNA purification). For sequencing the whole genome, mitochondrial DNA was amplified following the manufacturer’s protocol for the Illustra™ GenomiPhi™ V2 DNA Amplification Kit, GE Healthcare, Fairfield, USA. After amplification, aliquots of DNA were separated on 1% agarose gels to confirm the amplification (Figure D1).
Amplified DNA was acetone precipitated (Sambrook et al., 1989) and quantified using the Nanodrop spectrophotometer, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, USA. Approximately 20 ug of each mtDNA sample, dissolved in water was delivered for sequencing.

**Mitochondrial Genome Sequencing**

Shot gun, one-end sequencing by 454 Pyrosequencing™ was performed in the laboratory of Dr. Yong Q. Gu, by Dr. Naxin Hao, USDA-ARS, Albany, CA, USA. An additional mtDNA concentration check was done using a Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA Assay Kit, Invitrogen™, USA. The mitochondrial DNA was fragmented by nebulization and fragments from 500 to 700 bp were selected for library preparation (Figure D2). Sequencing was done using a 454 GS FLX Titanium sequencer, with GS Titanium General Library Prep Kit, GS Titanium SV emPCR kit, GS Titanium LV emPCR kit, GS Titanium sequence kit XLR70 and GS Titanium PicoTiterPlate kit 70x75 according to manufacturer protocols.

**Mitochondrial Genome Assembly**

Genome assembly was completed using the software MIRA v. 3.xx (Chevreux et al., 2004) on a PC/UNIX platform (for its full description, please see Appendix B). Mapping assembly for each genome was performed with the *T. aestivum* (Gene Bank, NC_007579.1) mitochondrial genome as a backbone. As negative assembly control we used *Tripsacum dactyloides* (Gene Bank, DQ984517). The de novo assemblies were also performed for each *Triticum* species. The final assembly of the *T. tauschii* mitochondrial genome was used as a backbone sequence for the *T. longissimum* genome assembly. To assemble the (lo) durum genome, we used de novo and mapping assembly at the same
time, with the *T. aestivum* genome as a backbone sequence, to partially guide the assembly within common regions of both genomes. The GAP4 software (Bonfield *et al.*, 1995) was used to manually edit/join contigs obtained directly from assembly software to create final consensus sequences and also to visually evaluate assembly. Joining was performed only for contigs with an overlap greater than 100 bp and less than about 1% dissimilarity in overlapping region. Artemis: DNA Sequence Viewer and Annotation Tool software was used to create pictures of the mitochondrial genome assembly (Carver *et al.*, 2008). Visualization of the mapping genome assembly was done using Tablet software (Milne *et al.*, 2010). Pictures were processed using IrfanView v.4.x (author: Irfan Skiljan).

To perform *de novo* genome assembly with one end sequencing data we relied only on the nucleotide sequence of the read. Current software was not able to perform assembly of the mitochondrial genome (completely) with one end data without extensive manual trimming, joining and large contig editing. Additionally, due to the presence of long and short repeated sequences present multiple times in mitochondrial genomes and heteroplasmy, single contigs for each genome could not be created only by algorithms implemented in the software alone. To overcome these difficulties, genome assembly was performed by extension of each contig separately (one by one, large contig against all read data set) to create overlaps and to find sequence-spanning contigs (Figure 2).

**Gene Finding, ORF Prediction, and Genome Annotation**

Gene sequences and names were annotated based on the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome (Ogihara *et al.*, 2005). The NCBI database was searched for plant
Figure 2. Ideogram of manual assembly process in case of long repeats. Multiple repeats in the mitochondrial genome hindered the assembly process and extension of contigs. Figure demonstrates manual extension process of contigs which are ended by repeated sequences (marked orange and red). Manual selection of one of the variants, in this example there are four possible contigs (numbers 1, 2, 3, 4), which can be joined in repeated region and sequence can be further extended. Subsequently, genome assembly was performed, where contigs from de novo assembly were used to perform an additional round of mapping assembly.

mitochondrial genome sequences. An open reading frame search was performed using NCBI ORF Finder, and a standard translation table. The ORFs were named starting from 0, as the first one identified in submitted sequence, with subsequently increasing numbers. Only 300 bp or larger ORFs are reported. The ORF comparison between the three mitochondrial genomes was performed and unique ORFs were reported for each species with comparison to the other two. We used the BLAST algorithm to compare the ORFs. Only ORFs which were 95% or less of the query size were considered as unique and these ORFs are reported and described.
Mitochondrial Genome Polymorphism

Deep sequencing, coverage above 10x, allowed us to perform polymorphism analysis within each mitochondrial genome. Assembly provided us with consensus sequences for each genome. Those consensus sequences were used further as backbone sequences, where sequencing reads from the same species were mapped against them. We used raw assembly files to search for polymorphism for each sequenced position. Raw assembly files were obtained from GAP4 software. The SNP was reported only when the number of different nucleotides, in comparison to other nucleotides at that position, was equal to or greater than 10% of position coverage. SNP search between mitochondrial genomes was performed. Even though there were a high number of rearrangements, many regions were highly similar in sequence. Because of the high number of rearrangements between genomes, we used BLAST to find positions of similar genomic sequences, with a cutoff of more than 95% identity. A particular region was searched for SNP differences using an algorithm developed for that search: each position of the nucleotide sequence was compared to find nucleotide differences reported. An error rate for a particular SNP search was established comparing 17,046 bp of gene space (which are: atp1, atp9, rps13, cox3, matR, rps1, ccmFN, cob, rpl16, rps3, ccmFC, orf359, nad4, orf240, ccmB, atp4, nad2, orf173, nad9 orf349, rps2) between sequenced species and the T. aestivum reference, using de novo assembly as the quality check.

Confirmation of Genome and Gene Structure

A new allelic form of the atp6 gene was found in the assembly of (lo) durum, T. longissimum and T. tauschii when compared to the T. turgidum. Presence/absence and sequence of atp6 was confirmed by PCR using atp6LO, atp6TU set of primers (Table
C1), which were designed to differentiate between two alleles of that gene. These markers have common forward primer sequence placed in the core region of the gene. Reverse primer was designed from a non-conserved region of the \textit{atp6} gene. This design allowed us proper differentiation between the two gene alleles. Also, PCR was performed to confirm synteny and specific breakages between \textit{T. turgidum} and (lo) durum and to confirm the proper contig structure. PCR primer design was made using OLIGO Primer Analysis Software v.7.x (Rychlik, 2007), Primer3 v. 0.4.0, and Primer-BLAST (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000).

Final genome assembly was used to explain overall structural differences between genomes. Assignment of gene positions into each genome allowed us to create a gene synteny map showing only the gene relationship between mitochondrial genomes in sequenced species. Double ACT v2, Health Protection Agency, together with ACT: Artemis Comparison Tool, Sanger Institute, was used to demonstrate syntenic differences and gene positions across sequenced mitochondrial genomes.
PAPER I. ACCELERATED MITOCHONDRIAL GENOME EVOLUTION OF TRITICUM ALLOPLASMIC LINE

Abstract

To investigate the level of changes in the mitochondrial genome as a consequence of the alloplasmic condition, three mitochondrial genomes of the *Triticum-Aegilops* species were sequenced: 1) a durum alloplasmic line with *T. longissimum* cytoplasm designated as (lo) durum, 2) *T. turgidum*, durum wheat and 3) *T. longissimum*.

The mitochondrial genomes obtained for *T. turgidum* was 451,925 bp and the sequence was similar to the previously sequenced *T. aestivum* cv. ‘Chinese Spring’ with few alterations. The estimated sizes of the (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* genomes were about 432,606 bp and 399,074 bp, respectively. A high coverage of 61-133x for all three genomes enabled observation of heteroplasmy within each mitochondrial genome. Genome rearrangements and structural changes were also observed through *de novo* assembly of the mtDNAs studied. The mitochondrial genome structure in the alloplasmic line was not only distant from *T. turgidum*, but also different from its maternal parent *T. longissimum*. The alloplasmic durum and *T. longissimum* carry the same versions of *atp6*, *nad6*, *rps19*-p, *cob* and *cox2*-2, which are different from *T. turgidum*. Evidence of paternal leakage was also observed by analyzing *nad9* and *orf359* among all three lines. An open reading frame search found 184, 191, and 163 ORFs in *T. turgidum*, (lo) durum and *T. longissimum*, respectively. 27 were specific to the (lo) durum line.

Several heteroplasmic regions were observed within genes and also intergenic regions in all the three genomes. The amount of rearrangements and nucleotide changes
in mtDNA of the alloplasmic line that occurred in less than half a century was surprising in contrast to the changes found between *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum* genomes as a result of 10,000 years of evolution. The changes in genes from paternal leakage were high, emphasizing other active mechanisms of heteroplasmy such as recombination and mutation. In the newly-formed ORFs, differences in gene sequences and copy numbers, heteroplasmy, and substoichiometric changes show the potential of alloplasmic condition to accelerate the evolution toward forming new mitochondrial genomes.

**Introduction**

The primary cause of change and the most prevalent phenotype connected with nuclear-cytoplasmic incompatibility is cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS), recognized in more than 150 plant species (Leon *et al*., 1998). In the case of the alloplasmic (lo) durum line (normal *Triticum turgidum* nucleus and alien *T. longissimum* [designated as (lo)] cytoplasm), presence of the *scs* gene (species cytoplasm specific), and *Vi* (vitality) gene pairs are required to restore proper communication between the alien cytoplasm and the nucleus (Maan, 1992b). The *scs* gene is a nuclear gene derived from *T. timopheevii* (Maan, 1992a). Incompatibility between the cytoplasm and nucleus observed in this model results in seed and plant developmental abnormalities where three major phenotypic changes are observed: CMS, weak vs. normal plant development and shriveled vs. full plump seeds (Figure 3). Cytoplasmic male sterility was investigated primarily for use in hybrid wheat production. A sterility-fertility restoration system was developed using *T. timopheevi* cytoplasm and *Rf* genes (Maan *et al*., 1984). A class of genes called *species cytoplasm specific* gene, present on group 1 chromosomes of the *Triticum* species control developmental and sexual reproductive traits in alloplasmic lines.
Nuclear scs genes can be identified by their interactions in other species of interest. The transfer of the nucleus from *T. turgidum* to the *T. longissimum* cytoplasm was initially unsuccessful. The alloplasmic ‘Selkirk’ hexaploid line was used in a cross euplasmic durum wheat as male, which carried 1D or telomeric 1DL chromosome. The 1DL chromosome, carrying *scsa*, was removed by crossing to *T. timopheevi*, and repeated backcrossing to *T. turgidum* plants. This method produced (lo) durum, the alloplasmic line that carries *scsd* on 1A, and can be backcrossed to normal durum, resulting in a 1:1 ratio of plump, viable seeds and shriveled, inviable seeds (Kalavacharla *et al.*, 2005).

It is known that common wheat, *T. aestivum* L. (2n = 6x = 42), is a hexaploid with an AABBD genome (Feldman, 2001) and is much more flexible in adaptation to new environments than durum wheat; *T. turgidum* L. var. *durum* (2n = 4x = 28) is a tetraploid with genome AABB (Feldman, 2001). The polyploid condition of wheat is one of the

---

**Figure 3.** Comparison of the NC incompatibility and action of the *scs* gene. (A) The photograph shows [(lo) *scsd* *scst*] vigorous plants (on the left) and [(lo) *scst*] weak plant (on the right). (B) Shriveled, inviable seeds (top) without *scs* show an incompatibility reaction between the nucleus and cytoplasm. Plump, viable seeds with *scs* (bottom) indicate compatibility between the nucleus and cytoplasm.
major reasons for its wide adaptation around the globe (Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). However, due to differences in the ploidy level, durum wheat is more sensitive to cytoplasmic substitution than common wheat and is partially or completely incompatible with *T. longissimum* (S. & M.) Bowden, [S\(^1\)S\(^1\) 2n = 2x =14] (Feldman, 2001).

Mitochondria and their functions were connected with NC compatibility in wheat species (Wu *et al*., 1998). Multiple studies have identified a connection between mitochondrial encoded genes and the CMS phenotype (Köhler *et al*., 1991, Mohr *et al*., 1993, Hosseini, 2010). At present there are three mitochondrial genomic sequences available in *Triticum* species: one from *T. aestivum* cv. ‘Chinese Spring’ (Ogihara *et al*., 2005), *T. aestivum* cv. ‘Chinese Yumai’ (Cui *et al*., 2009)–both with a size of 452,528 bp–and a third genome from male sterile *Triticum* line with K-type cytoplasm from *Aegilops kotschyi* and genome size 647,559 bp (Liu *et al*., 2011). These studies provide valuable background information on mitochondrial genome structure and diversity, which can serve for further functional studies of observed phenotypic changes (Soltani *et al*., 2011).

**Results**

**Genome assembly**

The read lengths were as expected for this sequencing technology (Figure D3), with the average sequencing read length of 449 bp, indicating a good quality of the data obtained. The purification method used (Triboush *et al*., 1998) provided mitochondrial DNA free from nuclear DNA contamination. Based on a sequencing read count 3 to 9% of overall reads were chloroplast DNA contaminations.
When assembling the mitochondrial genomes, a majority of the sequencing reads were used (66-79% of total reads) and assembled to create the mitochondrial genome sequences. In case of *T. longissimum*, only 32% of the reads were used, since bacterial contamination was recognized. The remaining 12-28% of reads were not assembled and not included in the final assembly, but they created additional contigs. Using BLAST searches against the assembled mitochondrial genomes indicated that those additional contigs are valid mitochondrial sequences.

The size of the *T. turidum* mitochondrial genome was 451,925 bp and the sequence was almost identical to that previously described for *T. aestivum* cv. ‘Chinese Spring’ (Ogihara et al., 2005). The estimated size of the (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* genomes are about 432,606 bp and 399,074 bp respectively. Overall coverage of the sequenced genomes is 61-133x. This high-quality data is suitable for full description of known mitochondrial gene space, open reading frames search and comparison, and single nucleotide polymorphisms found within and across the sequenced genomes.

**Major gene differences (atp6, rps19-p, cob, nad9, nad6)**

We used the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome annotated in Ogihara et al., 2005 as a reference to describe our results, and found five genes with major nucleotide changes in (lo) durum and *T. longissimum*: atp6, rps19-p, cob, nad9, and nad6 genes. A major difference was recognized in the *atp6* gene between *T. turidum* (1,161 bp) and (lo) durum (predicted gene size 1,248 bp; Figure 4). The mitochondrial *atp6* gene encodes an ATP synthase F0 subunit 6. The *apt6* gene found in *T. longissimum* and (lo) durum (designation: *apt6*-L) has an altered pre-sequence in comparison to *T. turidum* (designation: *apt6*-T). However, that difference is not reflected in the surrounding region,
Figure 4. Graphical representation of the \textit{atp6} gene structure and its comparison between sequenced species. Orange bars symbolize mitochondrial conserved regions; blue bars represent a pre-sequence portion of the \textit{atp6} gene. The new allele (\textit{atp6-L}) of that gene has a longer pre-sequence (found in (lo) durum and \textit{T. longissimum}) than the \textit{atp6} gene from \textit{T. turgidum} (\textit{atp6-T}). The core sequence is conserved, except for 6 SNPs.

which is conserved among all three species. In addition, they share a highly similar (4 SNPs and 2 dinucleotide changes) core region of 869 bp (sequence details in Figure D4).

A BLAST search of the NCBI nucleotide sequence showed that the pre-sequence of \textit{atp6} from \textit{T. longissimum} and (lo) durum was not present in any previously sequenced mitochondrial genome, with the exception of the newly sequenced mitochondria of a male sterile \textit{T. aestivum} line (Liu et al., 2011), where a highly similar sequence to \textit{atp6-L} was found (Figure D5). In addition to the characteristic pre-sequence for the female parent, (lo) durum has a number of SNPs in the core region when compared to the \textit{T. turgidum} gene. These changes are C/A\textsuperscript{520}, (A/T\textsuperscript{543}, T/A\textsuperscript{544}), (A/T\textsuperscript{580}, T/A\textsuperscript{581}), A/C\textsuperscript{595}, T/G\textsuperscript{639}, including SNP T/G\textsuperscript{560} were characteristic only for (lo) durum (Figure D4). We confirmed the allelic differences in the \textit{atp6} gene by amplification of the \textit{atp6-L} and \textit{atp6-T} gene alleles from the mitochondria and total DNA of each species (Figure 5). No \textit{atp6-T} amplification product was found in \textit{T. longissimum} and (lo) durum mitochondrial
Figure 5. Differentiation of the atp6 alleles using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Amplification used two sets of forward primers to differentiate between alleles (Table C1). Atp6-T amplification of atp6 allele from T. turgidum and atp6-L amplification of atp6 from T. longissimun and (lo) durum line. DNA was separated on a 1% agarose gel. M–indicates bp size marker, C–indicates control PCR, PD–primers dimers DNA, but it was present in the T. turgidum mitochondrial DNA sample. The PCR results confirmed data obtained from assembly. However when PCR was performed based on the total DNA, no product was observed in the case of T. longissimun, but for (lo) durum, and T. turgidum the proper allele was amplified. Amplification of the atp6-L allele (mitochondria DNA only) confirmed its presence in T. longissimun and (lo) durum. The T. turgidum amplification results were inconclusive. The atp6-L allele is present in all three species when total DNA was used in amplification, indicating a possible nuclear genome copy. Another major gene difference was observed in nad9
A four-nucleotide deletion (TGTG$^{134-137}$) was present in nad9 in T. longissimum. The alloplasmic durum line doesn’t share this deletion. However, a characteristic dinucleotide difference, TG/CA$^{134-135}$ in relation to T. turgidum, was observed in (lo) durum (Figure 6). The four-nucleotide deletion found at position 135 creates a frame shift in the T. longissimum gene and generates a STOP codon at position 158 (TAG$^{158-160}$). This creates a major alteration in protein length compared to T. turgidum (Figure 6). Beside those changes, three additional SNPs were observed in this region before the premature STOP codon, but no other polymorphisms were found across the rest of the gene. There is one SNP characteristic only for (lo) durum, A/C$^{118}$, and two SNPs, C/A$^{122}$ and A/T$^{125}$, found in both T. longissimum and (lo) durum. Each of the SNPs creates an amino-acid change N/H$^{40}$, S/Y$^{41}$, K/I$^{42}$, respectively; and the dinucleotide change results in a V/A$^{45}$ substitution in the nad9 protein. For the full gene sequence refer to Figure D6 in Appendix D.
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**Figure 6.** Multi-alignment results for nad9 gene, STOP codon region. Above picture only gives the sequence from 111 bp to 190 bp. Three SNPs were recognized (light gray boxes) in comparison to T. turgidum, one of them (dark gray box) found only in (lo) durum line. Four-nucleotide deletion in T. longissimum creates a STOP codon; dinucleotide change in (lo) durum was also recognized (orange box).
The nad6 (744 bp) mitochondrial gene encodes subunit 6 of Complex I, the NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, which is built from at least 30 different subunits, that are mainly encoded by the nucleus. Multi-alignment of the nad6 gene alleles (Figure 7) shows that a truncated version of nad6 is present in the T. longissimum and (lo) durum lines, but not in T. turgidum. The conserved region begins from the ATG start codon and continues until nucleotide 703. No polymorphisms were found between the alloplasmic line and its parents within the conserved region of the gene. The full sequence of the gene is provided in Appendix D Figure D7.

A nine-nucleotide deletion (AAAGTTGG\textsuperscript{122-130}) in rps19-p pseudo gene was recognized in the T. turgidum mitochondrial sample in relation to (lo) durum and T. longissimum without allelic difference between the two species (Figure 8).

We identified two genes, cob and cox2 (exon 2), from T. turgidum that, when compared with (lo) durum and T. longissimum, were shorter by 10 nucleotides at the 3'-end. No nucleotide polymorphism between the alloplasmic line and T. longissimum were found within region common for all species.

**Figure 7.** Sequence alignment showing differences in the nad6 gene as found in T. turgidum, (lo) durum and T. longissimum. In the above picture only sequences from 681 bp to 730 bp are shown. Overall three SNP’s were recognized and two dinucleotide changes (light gray boxes) in comparison to T. turgidum. From position 703 bp there is the start of a highly polymorphic region for the gene.
Previously, several ORFs (ORF designations: 359, 240, 173, and 349) have been identified in *T. aestivum*. The sequenced species were checked for presence and potential polymorphism in these ORFs. ORFs 173 and 240 did not show any polymorphism among sequenced species. We found that *orf349* in the alloplasmic line and *T. longissimum* carried a dinucleotide variation (TT/AG\(^{68}\)) when compared to *T. turgidum*. *Orf359* was present in *T. turgidum* at 100% similarity and coverage, but was absent in *T.* *longissimum*. Only a portion of that gene, from 73 bp to 1,080 bp was found in (lo) durum. This ORF is significantly different in the alloplasmic line; where we found 48 SNPs, three dinucleotide changes, one trinucleotide change, and one three-nucleotide insertion in relation to *T. turgidum* copy of the gene. This appears to be the most polymorphic region found in sequenced genomes when compared to *T. turgidum* (Figure D9).

The ORF search was performed using the NCBI ORF finder. In *T. turgidum*, (lo) durum and *T. longissimum*, respectively, we identified 184 ORFs (total of 81,978 bp), 191 ORFs (total of 90,237 bp), 163 ORFs (total of 78,651 bp) that were larger than 300 bp. These ORFs cover 18.1%, 20.8% and 19.7% of the total genome size of each species, respectively. The alloplasmic line has the largest number of ORFs compared to its parents.
and the highest percentage of ORF per genome size. To determine if there are species-specific ORFs, a comparison of the ORFs was performed. There were 27 ORFs in (lo) durum which are not present in *T. turgidum* and *T. longissimum*, 15 ORFs in *T. longissimum* not present in both *T. turgidum*, and (lo) durum, and 26 ORFs in *T. turgidum* not present in *T. longissimum* and (lo) durum.

The ORFs found to be unique to the alloplasmic line were further described (Table 1). Based on Mega BLAST search against the NCBI database the ORFs 0, 1, 3, 50, 61, 74, 97, 108, 159, 177 were not present, possibly making them characteristic for this line only.

**Table 1.** Mega BLAST results of unique ORFs for the alloplasmic line. Comparison of ORF recognized in alloplasmic durum line (lo) durum (column ORF#) against the alloplasmic line of *T. aestivum* (Liu et al. 2011) and normal *T. aestivum* (Ogihara et al., 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORF#</th>
<th>Coverage (%)</th>
<th>Identity (%)</th>
<th>Coverage (%)</th>
<th>Identity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113&amp;</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - ORFs with 100% of coverage between all three species, & - ORF characteristic only for (lo) durum line

The BLAST search results showed that ORFs 63, 65, and 112 are only present in the male sterile, alloplasmic line of *T. aestivum* and are highly similar (~ 99% similarity) to the ORFs present in the alloplasmic durum line. Complete orf146 is present in
alloplasmic *T. aestivum* (Liu *et al*., 2011), but only a portion of this ORF exists in a normal common wheat line (Ogihara *et al*., 2005). Additionally, in male fertile and male sterile lines of *T. aestivum*, *orf14* and *orf113*, are different from that found in alloplasmic durum. Based on its composition, the (lo) durum *orf113* (396 bp) is composed of fragments from other known functional mitochondrial genes *rps2*, *cox1*, *nad4-2* and *rps19*-p genes (Figure 9).

![Structure of orf113 characteristic for the alloplasmic durum line](image)

**Figure 9.** Structure of *orf113* characteristic for the alloplasmic durum line. Database search showed similarity to *rps2*, *cox1*, *nad4-2*, *rps19*-p mitochondrial genes. Shown are the relative fragment size and location of each gene found in the ORF.

**Polymorphism within genes, genomes and between genomes**

The 39 protein coding genes, three rRNA and 17 tRNA genes characterized in the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome were identified in the three sequenced species. Besides previously described major gene differences, the majority of the genes are highly conserved between mitochondria in the *Triticum* species (Table 2).

We report here single nucleotide variations for a total of 11 loci: 5 ribosomal proteins, 4 electron transport coding genes, one transfer RNA and one other protein (Table C4 and C5). Those present in *T. longissimum* and the alloplasmic (lo) durum line are altered relative to *T. turgidum* and represent variations in each species’ mitochondrial genome. Multiple variants of a given locus within a species were observed for genes *nad3*, *atp8*, and *rps1* in *T. turgidum*. These may not represent copy number variations in
the master genome assembly, but most likely are the result of heteroplasmy within this species. Here we report only the most abundant allele(s) of particular genes. The total number of nucleotide variations observed in the alloplasmic (lo) durum line was higher than any of the other species examined. When nucleotide variations from multiple alleles present in *T. turgidum* were omitted, we identified in *T. longissimum* and the alloplasmic lines 10 SNPs and 14 SNPs respectively. Six SNPs—*cox3*-exon 2 (GA/TC<sup>687</sup>), *mttB* (T/G<sup>41</sup>), *rps2* (A/T<sup>233</sup>), *rps4* (C/A<sup>495</sup>), and *rps13* (A/C<sup>170</sup>)—were identified as unique to the alloplasmic line, and differentiate it from both parents.

**Table 2.** Groups of genes present in mitochondrial genome without polymorphism.
Species: *T. turgidum*, (lo) durum and *T. longissimum*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complex I</td>
<td><em>nad1-1, nad1-2, nad1-3, nad1-4, nad1-5</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>nad2-1, nad2-2, nad2-3, nad2-4, nad2-5</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>nad4-1, nad4-2, nad4-3, nad4-4</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>nad4L</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>nad5-1, nad5-2, nad5-3, nad5-4</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>nad7-1, nad7-2, nad7-3, nad7-4, nad7-5</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex IV</td>
<td><em>cox1, cox2-2</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex V</td>
<td><em>apt4, atp9</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex c biogenesis</td>
<td><em>ccmB, ccmFC</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other proteins</td>
<td><em>matR</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribosomal proteins</td>
<td><em>rps3-1, rps3-2, rps3-3, rps3-4</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>rps7, rps12, rpl16</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRNA</td>
<td><em>Asn tRNA, Asp tRNA, Cys tRNA, Gin-1 tRNA, Gin-II tRNA, Gin-III tRNA</em>&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;, <em>Glu tRNA, Lys-1 tRNA, Lys-2 tRNA, Lys-3 tRNA</em>&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;, <em>Met-1 tRNA, Met-2 tRNA, Met-3 tRNA, Met-IV tRNA, Phe tRNA, Pro-1 tRNA, Pro-2 tRNA, Ser-1 tRNA, Ser-2 tRNA, Ser-3 tRNA, Trp tRNA, Tyr tRNA</em>&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rRNA</td>
<td><em>rrn3-1, rrn5-2&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;, rrn5-3&lt;sup&gt;#&lt;/sup&gt;, rrn18-1, rrn18-2&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;, rrn18-3&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;, rrn26-1, rrn26-2, rrn26-3&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> Copies of genes not present in final the genome assembly, but present in multiple copies in raw assembly data

<sup>2</sup> Copies of genes not present in final assembly in *T. longissimum*

<sup>3</sup> Only part of the gene was found in final the assembly of (lo) durum. Arabic and roman numerals designate alleles of the same genes
Our data shows that the ribosomal coding genes are the most variable when compared to other mitochondrial protein coding genes. Three out of four SNPs observed between (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* were found in the ribosomal protein coding genes *rps2*, *rps4* and *rps13* (Table C4).

We were able to identify the nucleotide, and the associated amino-acid polymorphisms, that are characteristic for each studied species. In *T. longissimum* the *cox3* gene has an amino acid change Q/H at position 244. In *T. turgidum* we identified changes in the *rps1* gene not present in the alloplasmic line and the cytoplasm donor. Alloplasmic durum has characteristic amino acid changes in *mttB*, *rps13*, and *rps2* (Table 3).

**Table 3.** Summary of amino acid changes for the sequenced species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th><em>T. turgidum</em></th>
<th><em>T. longissimum</em></th>
<th>(lo) durum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>cox3</em></td>
<td>Q&lt;sup&gt;229&lt;/sup&gt; + M&lt;sup&gt;230&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>H&lt;sup&gt;229&lt;/sup&gt; + L&lt;sup&gt;330&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sup&gt;229&lt;/sup&gt; + M&lt;sup&gt;230&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps1</em></td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;133&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>I&lt;sup&gt;133&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>I&lt;sup&gt;133&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mttB</em></td>
<td>L&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>L&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>W&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps13</em></td>
<td>E&lt;sup&gt;57&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>E&lt;sup&gt;57&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A&lt;sup&gt;57&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps2</em></td>
<td>Y&lt;sup&gt;78&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Y&lt;sup&gt;78&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>F&lt;sup&gt;78&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*genes where *T. longissimum* differs from (lo) durum and *T. turgidum* # genes where (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* differ from *T. turgidum* $ genes where (lo) durum differs from both its parents

Analysis of nucleotide polymorphisms and their corresponding amino acids indicated *cox3*, *rps13*, *mttB* genes have possible amino acid changes that could result in a change of protein function. We compared those genes within recognized amino acid changes among closely related monocots (*Zea perennis*, *Oryza sativa* cv. ‘Indica’) and using *Arabidopsis thaliana* as an out group (if available). It was found that observed amino acid changes exist among selected species in genes *cox3* and *mttB*, with an exception for the *rps13* gene, where change A/E<sup>57</sup> was unique for the (lo) durum line only. Among other *Triticeae* species examined in the *mttB* gene we found amino acid
change characteristic only for (lo) durum, however present in other non-wheat species (Figure 10).

**cox3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. thaliana</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;HL&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. perennis</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;HL&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. sativa Indica</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;HL&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. longissimum</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;HL&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. aestivum</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;QM&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. turgidum</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;QM&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(lo) durum</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;QM&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>SLGLIFI&lt;sub&gt;LLL&lt;/sub&gt;LYTMFVWWRDVLRE</td>
<td>IICGIRQYG&lt;sub&gt;h1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>TKEHHV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**rps13**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z. perennis</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;E&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. sativa Indica</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;E&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. aestivum</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;E&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. turgidum</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;E&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. longissimum</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;E&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(lo) durum</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;A&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>QI&lt;sub&gt;e&lt;/sub&gt;QMIAQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**mttB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. thaliana</td>
<td>NPSLLALNYLISYE&lt;sub&gt;F&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. perennis</td>
<td>MPKMHLSFELLI--E&lt;sub&gt;W&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. sativa Indica</td>
<td>MPKMHLSFELLI--E&lt;sub&gt;W&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. aestivum</td>
<td>MPQI&lt;sub&gt;H&lt;/sub&gt;FSELLLII--F&lt;sub&gt;L&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. turgidum</td>
<td>MPQI&lt;sub&gt;H&lt;/sub&gt;FSELLLII--F&lt;sub&gt;L&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. longissimum</td>
<td>MPQI&lt;sub&gt;H&lt;/sub&gt;FSELLLII--F&lt;sub&gt;L&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(lo) durum</td>
<td>MPQI&lt;sub&gt;H&lt;/sub&gt;FSELLLII--F&lt;sub&gt;W&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>mP..h.sfeL..e</td>
<td>NFAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10.** Amino acid multi-alignment of **cox3**, **rps13**, **mttB** gene fragments. Grey boxes indicate amino acid changes. Only segments of genes have been shown where polymorphism was present.
In the final assembly there were three copies of *rrn18* in the *T. turgidum* and in (lo) durum genomes, while just one copy was found in *T. longissimum*, possibly due to incomplete gene assembly, but not actual lack of gene copy. No polymorphism within this gene was found among these three lines. Two copies *rrn26* were found in *T. turgidum*, two copies in *T. longissimum* (with one copy having the T/C\textsuperscript{743}SNP), and one full copy in (lo) durum.

Mitochondrial genomes are known to carry polymorphism within each cell and tissue type (Arrieta-Montiel *et al.*, 2001). Deep sequencing (61-133x) allowed description of nucleotide variation *within* each mitochondrial genome. We were able to confirm the existence of heteroplasmy, based on the existence of SNVs within mitochondrial genomes, in each studied species. We identified 244, 218, 148 and 196 SNVs in *T. turgidum*, (lo) durum, and *T. longissimum* (contig A and contig B respectively). During the SNV search we identified multiple regions of higher SNV density within a given species when compared to regions with only single nucleotide changes (Figure 11), which we called “SNV blocks”. These regions were unevenly distributed throughout the mitochondrial genomes examined. In *T. turgidum* we found 22 regions of high SNV density, containing a total of 151 SNVs, in (lo) durum’s 15 regions, with 155 SNVs (Figure 12) and in *T. longissimum’s* 14 regions, with 99 SNPs in contig I and 13 regions, and 147 SNVs in contig II. No specific pattern of SNV blocks was recognized. The number of SNVs outside of those SNV blocks was 93, 63, 98 in *T. turgidum*, (lo) durum and *T. longissimum*, respectively (Table C3).
A polymorphism search between final consensus sequences was also performed. We identified 349 and 740 SNVs in the (lo) durum line between *T. longissimum* and *T. turgidum*, respectively, and 731 SNVs between *T. longissimum* and *T. turgidum*.

**Figure 11.** A segment of genome from the (lo) durum raw assembly (GAP4 contig assembly visualization). Region detected by single nucleotide polymorphism search algorithm. Picture demonstrates raw data reads assembled to create final consensus sequence. This kind of analysis shows hidden data, present in raw assembly data, which demonstrate regions of heteroplasmy and/or regions involved in recombination of mitochondrial genomes. In this case we see two mitotypes differentiated by region: A – CGTATATACTTGGGTCGTGTTA and B – TGAGGCTTACTTGGGTCGTGTTG. F14Z72U02xxxxx – designation of each sequencing read.
Figure 12. SNV distribution across (lo) durum mitochondrial genome. Blue lines indicates SNV positions, red line indicate the position of SNV blocks. We found 216 SNVs across the genome, out of which 63 were SNVs and the remaining 155 created 15 SNV blocks. The overall SNV density is 1 SNV/7,091 bp.
Genome structure–reference assembly

The *T. aestivum* and *T. turgidum* mitochondrial genomes were completely collinear and nearly identical. There was a region of about 1,200 bp (position in *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome from 179,037 to 180,129 bp) where there was no coverage from the *T. turgidum* genome reads. Using the same approach, (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* genomes were assembled with *T. aestivum* as the reference mitochondrial genome sequence. We identified 12 and 13 regions (with size >3,000 bp) of no read coverage for *T. longissimum* and (lo) durum respectively. However, only 9 of these regions (regions I, II, V, VII, VIII, XII, XIII, XIV and XV) appear to be absent on both species. Additionally, size differences between those regions were observed (region I, V and IX). Regions III, IV, VI, VII, X, XI and XVI could be used to differentiate *T. longissimum* and the alloplasmic line. These could indicate the existence of genome rearrangement, gain or loss of sequence, or level of polymorphism at a particular position preventing proper assembly (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Comparison of *Triticum* mitochondrial genomes based on reference assembly. Blue boxes represent gaps (>3,000 bp) in reference assembly compared to *T. aestivum* (NC_007579.1). *T. turgidum* has a gap of 1,200 bp that is not indicated. Gaps could result from inversions, deletions/insertions or possible sequence differences in the genome.
Genome structure—de novo assembly

Assembled genomes indicated overall structural changes that may possibly reflect recombination events within the mitochondrial genomes. To precisely describe the possible recombination events within genomes and differences which could appear in the (lo) durum line as a result of the alloplasmic condition, a detailed gene order description was established. Based on the syntenic relationship between genomes, three gene categories were established: first genes which do not follow any recognizable pattern, second gene pairs that move together, and third, gene blocks that are found together when the three mitochondrial genomes were compared (Figure 14). Referring to these blocks there were 19 recombination/rearrangement events between *T. turgidum* and alloplasmic (lo) durum and 13 between *T. longissimum* and alloplasmic (lo) durum. Four gene pairs were indicated: *nad2-2, nad2-1; nad1-1, mttB; rps12, nad3; atp1*, and *atp9*. Despite the multiple genome rearrangements observed when compared to the *T. turgidum* genome, we were able to distinguish 7 conserved gene blocks between the alloplasmic line and both parents. These blocks account for 44 genes (or gene exons) out of 61 total, providing evidence for the relative stability of the gene order between species. Another interesting aspect related to gene order is that three gene blocks show gene rearrangements within them: blocks I, V and VI, with lengths of 28,642 bp, 20,955 bp and 22,939 bp in *T. turgidum* (Figure 15). Blocks I and VI show the same rearrangement, where genes *atp4* and *cob* were moved from one end to the other. In block V, *T. turgidum* has *orf359* added after the *ccmFC-2* exon and *nad5* exons 3 and 4 are reversed relative to (lo) durum and *T. longissimum*. In addition, *rps7* has been added to the block of *T. longissimum* and (lo) durum. The possible recombination events within gene blocks were only observed
between *T. turgidum* and both *T. longissimum* and (lo) durum. Observed gene blocks consist of about 32% (143,445 bp) of the entire genome.

We also identified differences in the number of multiple genes or gene alleles which were not present in our final assemblies. Gene *ccmB* and *rpl5* (marked red on Figure 14) are not present and genes *atp6* and *atp8* (marked green) are present only in one copy per genome in the (lo) durum assembly. The *rpl5* gene is present in the *T. longissimum* genome, but does not carry *orf359* (both genes marked blue), despite the fact that this genome was the donor of mitochondria to (lo) durum. Also, this genome does not have both copies of *atp6* and *atp8*. 
Figure 14. Graphical representation of the synteny observed in T. turgidum, (lo) durum and T. longissimum based on gene localization. Pairs of genes found together in all lines a, b, c, d and gene blocks (I - VII) are shown. Black line indicates position of end/beginning of two T. longissimum contigs. Genes labeled as green are present only in one copy in (lo) durum and T. longissimum, blue are missing from either T. longissimum or (lo) durum and genes labeled red are not present in our final assembly of (lo) durum line.
Figure 15. Selected gene blocks and their sizes among three sequenced species. Picture shows possible recombination events within each mitochondrial genome. Colors of the blocks correspond to color on Figure 14. Genes marked as red indicate possible recombination of mitochondrial genome; genes marked as blue are not present in *T. turgidum* in close proximity to gene Block VI.
Discussion

It is an established fact that mitochondrial genomes within a single cell or tissue type represent a highly polymorphic population. Multiple studies were performed to characterize mitochondrial heteroplasmy; however, most of those studies describe it only based on a few genes or ORFs (Hattori et al., 2002; Welch et al., 2006; Leeuwen et al., 2008). In our studies, we utilized the Roche/454 GS FLX sequencing method, widely used in various genome sequencing projects. Deep sequencing (61-133x read coverage) of mitochondrial genomes allowed us to not only describe polymorphism of gene space, ORFs or structural genome differences between genomes, but also to search for nucleotide polymorphism across the whole mitochondrial genome. Next generation sequencing can provide the possibility to describe heteroplasmy and substoichiometric changes of the mitotypes.

Nuclear vs. mitochondrial gene copy

A search for genes identified in the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome (Ogihara et al. 2005), with the three sequenced genomes in this study, created a picture of stable mitochondrial gene content. All previously characterized genes were present in the alloplasmic line and its parents. Despite gene content conservation, multiple genes with major gene sequence differences were identified. The alloplasmic durum and *T. longissimum* lines share the same differences in genes such as *atp6*, *nad6*, *rps19*-p, *cob* and *cox2-2*, compared to *T. turgidum*. The *atp6* subunit of the F1F2–ATP synthase is considered to be a mitochondrial coded gene. Early studies recognized the chimeric structure of *atp6* in *Triticum* species (Bonen and Bird, 1988), and later its potential role was associated with cytoplasmic male sterility (Iwabuchi, 1993), where the proper
sequence editing of altered *apt6* restored male fertility. The latest work by Liu *et al.*, 2011, where the alloplasmic line of *T. aestivum* with the cytoplasm of *Ae. kotschyi* was sequenced, showed the same differences in *atp6, nad6, rps19-p, cob* and *cox2-2*. However, these differences seem to be common among *Triticum* and *Aegilops* genera rather than possible cause for the CMS condition as reported by Hosseini, 2010 for the *atp6* gene. The alloplasmic line described by Liu *et al.*, 2011, expressed CMS phenotype, and no other phenotypic differences were described.

To confirm allelic differences between *atp6* alleles in (lo) durum and parental lines, a PCR check was performed. It seems that the alloplasmic and euplasmic maintainer in our study both have *atp6-T* and *atp6-L* versions of the gene. However, the *atp6-T* version is only present in the (lo) durum nucleus rather than in the mitochondria. Recently it has been shown that two versions of *atp6* are present in a *Ae. crassa, T. aestivum* cv. ‘Chinese Spring’ and the alloplasmic line of ‘Chinese Spring’ with *Ae. crassa* cytoplasm (Kawaura *et al.*, 2011). The *atp6-CR* (crassa) version in ‘Chinese Spring’ and *atp6-AE* (aestivum) version in *Ae. crassa* was present in less than 10% of the mitochondrial pool in the cell. However, the frequency of *atp6-AE* was 30% in the alloplasmic line, probably due to the paternal leakage. However, the presence of *Aegilops* and *Triticum* versions of *atp6* as sublimones in our study is very weak. There was no obvious amplification for *atp6-T* in (lo) durum or *T. longissimum* mtDNA and *atp6-L* in *T. turgidum* mtDNA. Further studies are necessary to validate nuclear/mitochondrial localization of that gene; however, a strong possibility of nuclear copies of both *atp6* alleles exists.
In plants, transfer of the mitochondrial (in general organelle) genes to the nucleus is well recognized and described (Martin and Herrmann, 1998; Adams et al., 2002; Sandoval et al., 2004; Leister, 2005). In the case of Drosophila it was established that the rate of evolution of the nuclear copy of a mitochondrial gene is much slower (10x) than that present in the mitochondria itself. That observation would allow us to compare the nuclear copy of \textit{atp6} to that of mitochondria and determine the ancestral state.

\textbf{Paternal linkage and recombination based on \textit{nad9} gene analysis}

We also observed major differences in the \textit{nad9} gene, where the alloplasmic line has a different allele of the gene when compared to maternal donor line. Comparison of three \textit{nad9} alleles among species shows that the allele found in the alloplasmic line is more similar to the \textit{T. turgidum} copy of the gene, where the STOP codon is not present. This STOP codon is found in \textit{T. longissimum} (Figure 6) and was also observed in alloplasmic wheat with an \textit{Ae. kotschi} cytoplasm (Liu et al., 2011). The (lo) durum copy of \textit{nad9} could be the result of recombination between maternal and paternal mitochondrial genomes, either during cytoplasm transfer or as a result of paternal leakage during subsequent crosses to the male parent. We can assume that the alloplasmic condition is not creating new gene alleles \textit{per se}, since they are present among other \textit{Triticum} species. In wheat the paternal leakage has been investigated in detail in the alloplasmic hexaploid wheat having \textit{Ae. crassa} cytoplasm. It seems the proportion of paternal genes in the alloplasmic line increases by each initiated backcrossing, and after several backcrosses it stays at a constant level (Kawaura \textit{et al.}, 2011). The sequence of \textit{nad9} in (lo) durum has similarities to both parents. Therefore, this copy of \textit{nad9} not only shows paternal leakage, but also potential recombination between maternal and paternal
mitochondrial genomes. It is known that nuclear genes control the stoichiometry of alternative mitotypes (Zaegel et al., 2006). Data also shows that CMS can emerge because of stoichiometric shift of particular mitotypes (Chen et al., 2011). These facts allow one to conclude that in the alloplasmic line, the nuclear component responsible for proper communication between mitochondria is missing. In our model compatibility between the nucleus and cytoplasm is partially restored by the \textit{scs} gene; however, the nature of that gene and its role is under investigation. The role of observed sequence differences and expression analysis is necessary to create a connection with observed phenotypic differences.

\textbf{Substoichiometric shift}

In the final assembly of the (lo) durum mitochondrial genome we were not able to find two genes, \textit{rpl5} and \textit{ccmB}. The \textit{rpl5} gene is a ribosomal protein, responsible for rRNA maturation and formation of the 60S ribosomal subunits. Its function could be critical to the alloplasmic line and its survival. When we searched for the \textit{rpl5} gene in raw sequencing data, we found a full gene sequence. In recent publication about the mitochondrial sequence of CMS \textit{Triticum} line, the lack of an \textit{rpl5} gene also was reported (Liu et al., 2011). Our suspicion is that the lack of this gene in final the assemblies of both alloplasmic \textit{Triticum} lines can be related to the proportion of mitochondrial (substoichiometric levels) carrying of the gene (Chen et al., 2011). Final mitochondrial genome assembly reflects the Master Circle; however, mitochondrial genomes within a cell or cell types do not necessarily exist as that one, uniform structure. It is possible that the \textit{rpl5} gene can exist in a separate strand of DNA, in much smaller proportion to other sublimons. A similar situation as for \textit{rpl5} likely exists for the \textit{ccmB} gene. In our
assembly, *ccmB* also was not found in the final assembly, but present in the raw sequencing data. The *ccmB* gene is involved in cytochrome *c* biogenesis. These observations create the basis for a hypothesis that a single gene could be “taken out” from a master circle of predominant mitotype, due to possible environmental or developmental needs causing stoichiometric shifts in the genome. In humans, heteroplasmia was considered a rare phenomenon. The advent of new sequencing technologies allowed us to describe mitochondria as a population of a cell with great precision (Goto *et al*., 2011). The importance of heteroplasmia was recognized in multiple human studies, where connection between the heteroplasmic state of a cell to human diseases was made (Elson and Lightowlers *et al*., 2006; Avital *et al*., 2012). It is of great importance to recognize the mechanisms which control heteroplasmia. Possible ways of regulating heteroplasmia would allow us to control the compatibility of hybrids created during the breeding process giving breeders access to genetic variability, beyond the scope of their programs, due to NC incompatibility (Tsunewaki *et al*., 1993, 1996, 2002). It was identified that a nuclear gene could play a role in the regulation of substoichiometric shift (Abdelnoor *et al*., 2003), giving a chance to create compatibility restoration system similar to CMS restoration, however targeted at other traits.

**Open reading frames (ORFs)**

We were able to recognize ORFs characteristic of each line, demonstrating the possibility that new genes are formed as a result of environmental stress and evolutionary needs such as the alloplasmic condition. The same ORFs as 63, 65, and 112 from the alloplasmic durum line were also observed in the alloplasmic hexaploid wheat containing *Ae. kotschyi* cytoplasm (Liu *et al*., 2011). The most characteristic ORFs recognized was
chimeric orf113 (Figure 9) in the (lo) durum line, composed from four fragments of other mitochondrial genes, such as rps2, cox1, nad4-2, rps19-p. Appearance of new chimeric ORFs and their expression has been connected with CMS phenotypes. For instance, orf72 in wild cabbage is built from parts of atp9 and was expressed in CMS lines, but not normal lines (Shinada et al., 2006).

**Gene space polymorphism**

We also performed a nucleotide polymorphism search within known mitochondrial genes in sequenced species. The most important fact is a difference between the (lo) durum line and *T. longissimum* where 6 nucleotide changes are reported, with three SNPs found in the rps2, rps4 and rps13 genes. Nucleotide variation within ribosomal genes were also observed in alloplasmic line of *T. aestivum*, where among others, differences in rps2 and rps4 were recognized (Liu et al., 2011). The observation that ribosomal genes could be possible mutation “hot spots” in alloplasmic lines can be critical in understanding CMS in plants. Ribosomal proteins are responsible for protein expression mechanisms and their mutations could adversely affect this fundamental biological process. Also this finding can be utilized to create potential SNP-based markers, to identify other cytoplastms of *Triticum* species. The nucleotide variations in cox3, rps13, mttB genes were compared to the *A. thaliana, Z. perennis, T. aestivum* and *O. sativa* ‘Indica’ version of the genes. Nucleotide variation found in those genes appear to be conserved among these species (Figure 10). Only in the case of the rps13 gene from the alloplasmic line, did we found and amino acid change, which was not recognized in other species. These data supports the hypothesis of accelerated evolutionary changes in the alloplasmic line as observed in other cases (Darracq et al., 2011).
Nucleotide polymorphism across mitochondrial genomes

We were able to detect nucleotide polymorphism within each mitochondrial genome by identifying single SNVs and SNV blocks. No specific patterns between species were recognized. The SNV blocks can be identifiers of heteroplasmy in each genome and possibly used to quantify the proportion of particular mitotype. A higher density of SNPs recognized as haplotype blocks, could be possible regions of mitochondrial recombination, as proposed based on analysis of human haplotype blocks (Hey, 2004). Overall, mitochondrial genome polymorphism comparison showed, as expected, that the alloplasmic line is more closely related to the maternal donor *T. longissimum* than to *T. turgidum*. In the (lo) durum line, one particular region of DNA was observed, designated as *orf359* (Ogihara *et al*., 2005), with the highest level of polymorphism compared to other regions of the genome. Gene content and order showed that *orf359* doesn’t exist in the cytoplasm donor line, but was completely conserved (sequence and position) among *T. aestivum* (Ogihara *et al*., 2005) and *T. turgidum*.

Existence of *orf359* in the alloplasmic durum line is more evidence of paternal leakage, although highly mutated. It would be important to track the changes in this DNA region during the backcrossing process of the alloplasmic line, and establish the existence of this ORF in various *Triticum* lines.

Mitochondrial genome structural differences

By assembling various genomes, we were able to observe the differences in organization between *T. turgidum*, *T. longissimum* and the alloplasmic line (Figure 14). It is evident that the alloplasmic line is the most distant to *T. turgidum* and *T. longissimum*. Genome rearrangements and structural changes were also observed by *de novo* assembly
of the mtDNA of the three lines studied here. In addition those changes were confirmed by a search of mitochondrial gene synteny. We observed multiple synteny blocks. It is possible that the conservation of gene order within blocks is important to gene expression. Studies on wheat mitochondrial gene expression show that nad6 and nad1 (exon d) are co-transcribed (Haouazine et al., 1993). That both genes were found to be present in Block II, despite high structural differences, further support this hypothesis. Different orders of genes have not only been reported between species of a same family due to gene shuffling (Ogihara et al., 2005), but also among different ecotypes of a single species like Arabidopsis (Ullrich et al., 1997). Different genome structure has been observed, comparing two normal lines as well as the CMS lines in maize (Allen et al., 2007), rice (Bentolila et al., 2012) and wheat (Liu et al., 2011). Structural changes between the three genomes were expected, but the amount of these changes established in the short period of time in the alloplasmic line suggests strong evolutionary forces at play. The number of rearrangements between mitochondrial genomes of (lo) durum and T. longissimum were much higher than T. turgidum and T. aestivum, even not considering the 10,000 years of evolution that separates the later species. It was amazing that the T. longissimum mitochondrion has gone through such a drastic structural change possibly as a result of the alloplasmic condition. There could be two reasons for these observed structural genome differences, the first of which is that recombination in the mitochondrial genome is controlled by the nucleus and not by a random event. There is evidence which suggests involvement of two nuclear genes in mitochondrial recombination and repair, identified as MSH1 and RECA3 in Arabidopsis (Shedge et al., 2007). Second would be the possibility of preferential selection for proper mitotype,
related to substoichiometric shift. In that case, recombination could occur in a random fashion, but only the best form of a mitotype would become prevalent. This phenomenon could be related to “genome shock” (McClintock, 1983), where the mitochondrial genome would be adapting, by developing drastic changes in its structure to survive in a new nuclear background. This accelerated evolution of newly formed mitotypes will lead to different forms than the maternal type in organization and genetic information, as found here and in other species (Allen et al., 2007; Bentolila and Stefanov, 2012).

Particular variability created by unfavorable conditions of alloplasmic environment could give a possibility to manipulate mitochondrial genome content and create new genetic variability, to be utilized. Considering a number of traits identified, which are affected by mitochondria (Tsunewaki et al., 1993, 1996, 2002) and rate of evolution of mitochondrial genes (Parkinson et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2007; Bentolila and Stefanov, 2012), there is a potential to obtain desired results relatively fast, when compared to nuclear gene mutation rates.

Conclusions

Many important questions on the nature of mitochondria and its role in determining phenotype still remain. Next generation sequencing technologies are powerful tools to study the heteroplasmy and substoichiometric changes in plants especially when working with alloplasmic lines. Studies of structure, recombination and role of particular genome elements found in mtDNA in the context of NC hybrids are necessary. In the past, the connection between observed CMS phenotypes to particular gene change (Mohr et al. 1993) and the appearance of new ORF (Köhler et al., 1991) was made; however, mtDNA analysis of alloplasmic lines on genomic level, reveals a
more complex view of changes between parent and progeny. The level of rearrangements and nucleotide changes in mtDNA of the alloplasmic line that occurred in less than half a century was surprising when compared to almost no differences between the *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum* genome even after 10,000 years of separation. Comparative genomic approach provided us with an excellent background for future explanation of the role of particular elements in creating aberrant phenotypes of hybrids. The amount of changes in the genes received from the paternal donor was high, emphasizing mechanisms of heteroplasmy, recombination and mutation. In connection with previous studies on different cytoplasmic backgrounds and its role in developing particular traits (Tsunewaki *et al.*, 1993, 1996, 2002), our results should bring identification and understanding of the processes which take place in wheat alloplastic lines to a new light. This can provide a wide range of basic information allowing, the possibility of creating variations for crop improvement.
PAPER II. GENOME CONSERVATION BETWEEN T. TURGIDUM AND T. AESTIVUM, BUT NOT T. TAUSCHII, REVEALS THEIR EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIP

Abstract

To better understand the genetic differences between the ancestral parents of Triticum aestivum (AABBDD), we sequenced the mitochondrial genome of durum wheat (Triticum turgidum var. durum L.; AABB) and T. tauschii (DD). Genomes were sequenced using pyrosequencing method. These two species are considered to be female and male parents to T. aestivum respectively. Comparison of T. turgidum and T. aestivum showed 40 SNP differences overall across the mitochondrial genome and 5 SNPs in the rps1, rps2, cox3, ccmFN genes. When T. tauschii was compared to T. aestivum, we found major differences in atp6, nad9, nad6, rps19-p, cob and cox2 genes, and identified 605 SNP differences across both genomes and 25 SNPs within known gene space. Using reference assembly, the structure of T. turgidum and T. aestivum appear to be nearly identical, with no rearrangement, but the T. tauschii genome shows a high number of syntenic differences. The presence of multiple mitotypes in T. turgidum was noted. These results confirm the overall high conservation of mitochondrial genomes of Triticum species and the ancestral relationship between durum and bread wheat. Hybridization of cytoplasms between these two species did not create additional polymorphism or paternal leakage in hexaploid wheat. Detected heteroplasmy in durum wheat can provide additional information as to the hybridization events during wheat evolution.
Introduction

Bread and pasta wheat are the most important cereal crops in the world (Feldman et al., 1995), next to rice and corn, with about 704, 722 and 883 million tons produced, respectively (http://faostat.fao.org/). The importance of durum wheat comes from unique characteristics and end products, which makes this crop suitable for pasta production (Elias, 1995). There has been an increasing interest in recent years for products derived from durum, which is considered a good low-fat protein and carbohydrate source that is convenient and nutritional (Hu, 2003). Bread wheat is widely used as human food and livestock feed. It provides essential amino acids, minerals, vitamins, and dietary fiber to the human diet (Shewry, 2009). Therefore there is a constant need for improvement of quality, resistance to environmental stresses, pests and diseases, and to provide a product that will match the changing expectations of consumers and growers. Genetic variability has allowed the creation of more than 25,000 types of wheat grown in a wide range of environments (Feldman et al., 1995). Genetic improvement of crops can be extended into analysis of the genetic potential of the cytoplasm, which underlay photosynthesis and cell metabolism.

Genetic diversity studies and historical perspective

Studies on genetic diversity in the cytoplasm of Triticum species date back to 1951, with Kihara’s work describing the evidence of genetic diversity between Triticum and Aegilops (Kihara, 1951). Three main centers interested in studies of the Triticum cytoplasm were S.S. Maan at North Dakota State University, USA, I. Panayotov at the Institute for Wheat and Sunflower, Bulgaria and K. Tsunewaki at Kyoto University, Japan. These three centers were conducting extensive studies on nuclear–cytoplasmic
interactions of various *Aegilops* and *Triticum* species. The main goal of these studies was to create a clear picture of the evolutionary relationship within the *Triticeae* tribe based on the cytoplasm and use that knowledge in breeding programs.

**Tetraploid and hexaploid wheat evolution**

The *Triticum* tribe arouse as a result allopolyploidization and domestication. By definition an allopolyploid is an organism that has more than two sets of haploid chromosomes inherited from different species. The beginning of agriculture is dated to start about 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent, Near East, where the domestication of wheat species was recognized to take place (Smith, 2001) and from there wheat spread to other continents. The polyploid condition of wheat is one of the major reasons for its wide presence around the globe (Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). The common wheat, *T. aestivum* L. (*2n = 6x = 42*), is a hexaploid with genome AABBDD; and *T. turgidum* L. var. *durum* (*2n = 4x = 28*), is a tetraploid with genome AABB (Feldman, 2001). It was recognized that the *T. turgidum* nuclear donors are diploid *T. urartu* (diploid AA, with chromosome number of 2*n = 2x =14*) and the B genome is likely derived from the *Aegilops* genus, where the *Ae. speltoides*, S genome is genetically the closest species to the B genome. *Triticum aestivum* was created by the hybridization event between *T. turgidum* and *T. tauschii* (diploid DD, with chromosome number of 2*n = 2x =14*) also referred to as *Ae. squarrosa* (McFadden and Sears, 1946; Feldman, 2001). *Triticum urartu* and *T. tauschii* are likely monophyletic in origin, but have diverged since and show major phenotypic differences (Kihara, 1951). Different genomes of the *Triticeae* tribe show little similarity, and potential interspecific hybrids show complete sterility and are isolated. Multiple studies on the *Triticum* and *Aegilops* cytoplasm revealed plasmon
differentiation among diploid species (Maan, 1975; Tsunewaki, 1988). It was found that the cytoplasm from *T. urartu* (AA genome donor) was incompatible with emmer wheat, the successor of domesticated durum (Tsunewaki *et al*., 1999). *Triticum tauschii* was recognized as the male parent of *T. aestivum* (McFadden and Sears, 1946). Recognition of evolutionary relationships within the *Triticeae* tribe (Figure 16) was critical to utilizing the potential genetic variability remaining in the tribe, facilitating easier nuclear genetic exchange between various species to accommodate the growing need for novel variations.

**Importance of cytoplasm in wheat breeding**

Wild species are the primary source of new genes for cultivated wheat. These genes can provide breeding programs with the various traits necessary to improve cultivars for adaptation to a changing environment. Genes improving resistance to abiotic (Nevo and Chen, 2010) and biotic (Reader and Miller, 1991) stresses are found in that gene pool, especially in the wild durum progenitor emmer wheat. Crosses with alien cytoplasm are not always successful. Lack of crossability can be related to nuclear genome differences, creating various chromosomal aberrations, often resulting in hybrid sterility (Baum *et al*., 1992). Nuclear-cytoplasmic (NC) incompatibility are an additional obstacle to wheat hybrid creation (Maan, 1975). One example of NC incompatibility was a cross between *T. longissimum* and *T. turgidum*, where no viable progeny could be obtained. Two genes, *scs* (species cytoplasm-specific gene), and *Vi* (vitality gene), were identified which restored compatibility between the cytoplasm and nucleus in *T. turgidum* (Maan, 1992a and 1992b). It is possible, that a similar compatibility restoration system
can be utilized in other wide crosses of *Triticum*. Determining connections between the evolution of wild species, domestication events and nuclear–cytoplasmic compatibility is critical to a wider use of wild species. That knowledge creates an opportunity to access a diverse gene pool.

**Figure 16.** Cytoplasm and genome evolution in *Triticeae* species. *Aegilops speltoides* is the most probable donor of B genome and cytoplasm for *T. turgidum* (Feldman *et al*., 1995). The A genome donor was *T. urartu*, where cytoplasm is not compatible with *T. turgidum* nuclear genome (Tsunewaki *et al*., 1999). *Triticum tauschii* was recognized as the D genome donor for *T. aestivum*. Incompatibility of cytoplasm from *T. longissimum* with *T. turgidum* was recognized by Maan, 1991.
Results

Genome assembly

Sequencing of the *T. tauschii* sample provided results as expected. In the final genome assembly, average sequencing read length was 468 bp, indicating good quality data. We were able to create two contigs, with a total consensus length of 399,374 bp and an average coverage of 116x (Table C2). The Run10Bastien3 and Run4 assembly runs resulted in 105 and 63 contigs, with 33 and 36x average coverage, respectively (Table C6). We used that data to describe known mitochondrial gene space (Ogihara *et al*., 2005), search for open reading frames and identify single nucleotide polymorphisms within and across the sequenced genomes.

Genome and gene space polymorphism

High conservation of mitochondrial gene content was observed between *T. aestivum*, *T. turgidum* and *T. tauschii*. We identified all previously characterized genes among sequenced species. *Triticum tauschii* showed a multiple differences, based on sequence synteny, gene sequence and polymorphism. Analysis of polymorphism in the gene space between *T. aestivum* and *T. turgidum* a conservation sequence. We identified only 5 SNPs in gene space in *T. turgidum* in relation to *T. aestivum*, where two SNPs are in *rps1* and one SNP in the *rps2*, *cox3* and *ccmFN* genes respectively. Overall we identified 40 SNPs across the genomes between these two species. When *T. tauschii* was compared to *T. aestivum* we identified 27 SNPs and 2 dinucleotide changes within described gene space. From these 10 SNPs and one dinucleotide, change took place in ribosomal genes *rps13*, *rpl5*, *rps1*, *rps2* and *rps4*, which represent about 37% of polymorphism observed within gene space. Overall, mitochondrial genome
polymorphism comparison showed 679 SNPs between *T. tauschii* and *T. aestivum* (in homologous regions of genomes only).

We found differences in SNPs between the final and raw assembly data. In *T. turgidum*, *matR*, *rps1* and *ccmFN* show additional polymorphism in raw assembly data. In our final assembly we did not identify any SNPs in *matR*, but two SNPs in *rps1* and one SNP in the *ccmFN* gene were observed. However, when we looked at raw assembly data (contigs directly generated by assembler), one SNP was present in *matR*, no SNPs in *rps1* and two SNPs in *ccmFN*. This result indicates that reference assembly can overlook polymorphisms present in the mitochondrial genomes. Because of that, we described SNP polymorphism only based on raw assembly results. In *T. tauschii* assembly similar situation was observed. However, only in the case of *rps1* gene was an additional SNP recognized (Table 4). It is important to note that all SNPs appear to be present in both species, indicating that observed polymorphism is common between species. Observed differences are possible results of heteroplasmy of mitochondrial genomes.

**Table 4.** Comparison of raw and final assembly alleles of *matR*, *rps1* and *ccmFN* genes relative to *T. aestivum* sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>T. turgidum</em></th>
<th></th>
<th><em>T. tauschii</em></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final assembly</td>
<td>Raw assembly</td>
<td>Final assembly</td>
<td>Raw assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>matR</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>T/G</td>
<td>T/G</td>
<td>T/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps1</em></td>
<td>C/A, C/T</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>C/A, C/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ccmFN</em></td>
<td>C/A</td>
<td>C/A, A/T</td>
<td>C/A, A/T</td>
<td>C/A, A/T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ - indicates identical allele in *T. aestivum*.

Polymorphism in genes with major differences (*atp6, nad9, nad6, cob, rps19-p*) and genes with multiple alleles in the cell were not taken into account in the above description. During the SNP search we recognized multiple nucleotide insertion/deletion events in the final assemblies. The majority of them were present in poly A, T, G and C
regions. Because of the presence of these errors we described only nucleotide changes. In *T. turgidum*, *nad3* and *rps1* show at least two alleles each and *atp8* had four alleles. Two of the *atp8* alleles from *T. turgidum* are present in *T. tauschii*. The same is seen in the case of *rps1* and *nad3*. These results demonstrate that a description of polymorphism based only on consensus data can create an imprecise view of nucleotide variation among different mitochondrial genomes.

**Major gene difference between *T. tauschii*, *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum***

Further analysis of gene space indicated that: *atp6*, *nad6*, *nad9*, *rps19*-p, *cob* show sequence differences between *T. tauschii* and both *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum*. *Atp6* is made from two regions, pre-sequence and core region. This gene has the same sequence in *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum*; however, in *T. tauschii* the pre-sequence is different. Additionally, we recognized 7 SNPs (A/C\(^{521}\), TA/AT\(^{543-544}\), TA/AT\(^{580-581}\), C/A\(^{595}\), G/T\(^{637}\)) which exist in *T. tauschii* when compared with *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum* (Figure D4).

In the *nad6* locus we recognized 3 SNPs (G/A\(^{483}\), A/T\(^{537}\), A/G\(^{697}\)) and two dinucleotide changes (GA/CC\(^{630-631}\), AA/GG\(^{691-692}\)) in addition to polymorphism within the conserved region. We identified a region of high dissimilarity starting from position 703 in *T. tauschii* (Figure D7).

Another major gene difference was recognized in the *nad9* locus, where four nucleotide deletions in region TGTG\(^{134-137}\) create a premature STOP codon at position 158 (TAG\(^{158-160}\)). As a consequence, a major alteration in protein length is created when compared to *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum* (Figure D6).
Nine nucleotide differences were recognized in the *rps19*-p locus. We identified two alleles of the gene in *T. turgidum*. The most abundant allele *rps19*-p (1) (Figure D8) was found in the final durum assembly, and another allele, *rps19*-p (2) was found in raw assembly data only. In *T. tauschii* and *T. aestivum* only *rps19*-p (2), was present. Unavailability of raw sequencing data from the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome did not allow us to confirm the presence of additional *rps19*-p allele in that species. The *cob* gene is 10 nucleotide shorter sequence in *T. tauschii* at the 3’-end of the gene.

We were able to identify parts of the *atp6*, *nad6*, *nad9* genes in *T. tauschii* and in *T. turgidum* raw data assembly. That information, together with SNP data, strongly suggests the presence of at least two mitotypes in *T. turgidum*. However, low quality of sequence data for *T. tauschii* indicate the need for further confirmation of results.

Four ORFs were reported in the *T. aestivum* sequence *orf359*, 349, 240 and 173. The *orf359* did not show any polymorphism between *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum*, but was missing from *T. tauschii* assembly data. The *orf240*, 173 were 100% identical in the three species, but *orf173* was truncated in the final genome assembly of *T. tauschii*. We identified one SNP (G/T744) in *orf349* of *T. turgidum* and four SNPs (TT/AG68, G/T221 and G/T744) in *T. tauschii*.

**Ribosomal and transfer RNA**

In *T. turgidum* tRNA genes we did not identify any polymorphism in comparison to *T. aestivum*. Also there was no polymorphism in *rrn18* (three copies in the genome of *T. turgidum*), *rrn26* (two copies), *rrn26*-p and *rrn5* (three copies each). In *T. tauschii* we found polymorphism in His-RNA at T/A10 and T/G42. We also identified copy number differences in Gln-tRNA, Lys-tRNA (two copies out of three), Met-tRNA (three copies
out of four), and single copies of *rrn18, rrn26, rrn5* compared to the three copies in the *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum* genome. Two copies of *rrn26-p* were identified in our final *T. tauschii* assembly.

**Structural differences between genomes**

The sequence of *T. turgidum* is nearly identical to that of previously reported *T. aestivum*, with the exception of a region of about 1,200 bp (approximate position in *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome is from 179,037 to 180,129 bp) where there was no coverage from the *T. turgidum* genome reads. We were able to obtain one linear molecule of the *T. turgidum* mitochondrial genome, joining the “ends” of the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial sequence. Comparing *T. tauschii* and *T. aestivum*, we found multiple synteny breakages. Looking at gene organization between genomes, we identified 7 and 12 breakages in contig I and contig II of *T. tauschii*. We identified 6 gene blocks, which appear to be in common between all three species, in addition to 5 gene pairs and 7 genes not connected to gene blocks (Figure 17).
Figure 17. Graphical representation of the synteny observed in *T. aestivum*, *T. turgidum* and *T. tauschii* genomes. Genes labeled in red are not present in our final assembly of *T. tauschii* genome. Full gene order conservation between *T. turgidum* and *T. aestivum*, contrasted with multiple gene synteny breakages with *T. tauschii*. 
Discussion

The study of nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions among various *Triticum* species started with the work of Kihara (1951). A main result of these studies was the proper identification of ancestral relationship between *Triticum* species. Unfortunately, detailed mitochondrial genomic sequence data of both proposed parental species of hexaploid wheat (*T. aestivum*) have been lacking. This crucial information was only available for *T. aestivum* (Ogihara *et al*., 2005). To create a full picture of cytoplasmic genome evolution and to explain observed diversity (Kihara, 1951), it is critical to obtain mitochondrial genomic sequences from other members of the tribe including the parental species of the most important; hexaploid wheat. To achieve part of this goal, mitochondria of *T. turgidum* and *T. tauschii*, considered to be the parents of *T. aestivum*, were sequenced and described in this study. Comparison of these genomes with other sequenced mitochondrial *Triticum* genomes allowed us to determine changes in the mitochondria as a result of polyploidization and evolution.

*Triticum aestivum* NC compatibility and its ancestral relationships

*Triticum aestivum* was created by multiple hybridization events, beginning with hybridization of diploid species to form a tetraploid species and ending with a second hybridization to form the hexaploid genome of *T. aestivum* (Figure 16). As a result, *T. aestivum* is a hybrid of all genomes of its ancestors, *Ae. speltoides* (AA genome), *T. urartu* (BB) and *T. tauschii* (DD), creating hexaploid genome AABBDD. However, during polyploidization only the female cytoplasm was maintained. It was recognized that *T. turgidum* donated the cytoplasm to *T. aestivum* (Kihara, 1951). As our results indicate, we were able to show that *T. aestivum* and *T. turgidum* share the same
mitochondrial genome (Figure 17), where the full synteny of gene order is observed. However, when we compared both species to *T. tauschii* we observed multiple differences in structure. *Triticum turgidum* in turn inherited its cytoplasm from *Ae. speltoides* (Feldman *et al*., 1995). It was also determined that the cytoplasm of A genome donor is not compatible with the *T. turgidum* nuclear genome (Tsunewaki *et al*., 1999). Artificial transfer of cytoplasm was attempted by Maan, 1991, where transfer of a *T. longissimum* cytoplasm to *T. turgidum* was performed; however, incompatibility between both species was recognized. Our results indicate that *T. tauschii* and the *T. longissimum* share highly similar cytoplasmic genomes in structure (Figure A2), size (Table C2) and gene content (Table C4, C5) with only overall genome SNP polymorphism differences (Table C3). Later it was determined that compatibility between *T. turgidum* and *T. longissimum* cytoplasm can be restored using chromosome 1D, which originated from *T. tauschii* (DD) (Maan, 1992a). Maan proposed that all *Triticum* species carry genes responsible for compatibility between the nucleus and cytoplasm (Maan, 1991 and 1992a). Sequence similarity between the mitochondrial genomes of *T. tauschii* and *T. longissimum* and the presence of nuclear encoded compatibility gene(s) is confirmed by the compatibility of the *T. aestivum* nucleus and *T. turgidum* nucleus with chromosome 1D when the *T. longissimum* cytoplasm is present.

We used *de novo* genome assembly to analyze gene space identified in *T. aestivum* sequencing project. All genes recognized previously were found in both species, confirming content conservation of mitochondrial genomes. The majority of genes did not show nucleotide polymorphism. However, multiple differences were identified, such as major gene differences in *atp6* (Figure D4), *nad9* (Figure D6), *nad6* (Figure D7),
rps19-p (Figure D8) and cob genes in T. tauschii. The same polymorphism was reported in the alloplasmic line of T. aestivum (Liu et al., 2011) and (lo) durum line (Paper I). Overall, we observed a high conservation of gene content and a lack of polymorphism in the majority of mitochondrial genes across sequenced Triticum species, which agrees with the high conservation of mitochondrial function across all species (Douce, 1985). However, this is not the only kind of conservation observed. Our data suggests the major gene differences observed are widely present in the cytoplasm pool of Triticum when compared to other research (Liu et al., 2011). These facts create a picture of a stable but diversified population of mitochondrial genomes in Triticum species. In our assembly of the T. tauschii genome, we did not find a second copy of atp6 or the other subunits of rrn26, 18 and 5. Final assembly of the T. tauschii genome carries a single copy of atp6, reflecting a lack of a possible duplication event in relation to atp6 evolution. It was established that existence of two copies of atp6 in mitochondrial genome in Arabidopsis was a result of duplication (Marienfeld et al., 1996). Another reason for the lack of a copy of that gene is the presence of separate plasmons caring that particular allele of a gene in separation to main the mitochondrial genome.

**Triticum tauschii chromosome 1D restorer of NC compatibility**

Sequencing of T. turgidum mitochondria provided us with an opportunity to describe the changes that arose in its new hexaploid background during 10,000 years of most recent wheat’s evolution. We did not observe any dramatic changes in structure, gene content or polymorphism. Only 5 SNPs were identified in gene space and 40 SNPs in total between the two species. When homologous regions of T. tauschii and T. aestivum were analyzed, we identified 27 SNPs in gene space and 679 SNPs overall.
difference. It is important to underline that 3 out of 5 SNPs were in \textit{rps1} and \textit{rps2}, and 10 out of 27 were present in ribosomal genes (\textit{rps13, rpl5, rps1, rps2 and rps4}). In general, the majority of polymorphism in gene space was in ribosomal coding genes. A very similar observation was made by Liu \textit{et al.}, 2011, where most of the polymorphism was observed in the ribosomal gene of the alloplasmic line of \textit{T. aestivum} with \textit{Ae. crassa} cytoplasm. That brings a possibility that ribosomal genes can be “hot spots” for mutations, and somehow facilitate the adaptation of cytoplasm in a new nuclear background. However, the role and possible outcome of these mutations would need to be investigated. As mentioned before, \textit{T. aestivum} inherited the cytoplasm from \textit{T. turgidum}. This information, with connection to a relatively low amount of polymorphism between both species, indicates that the hybridization event and addition of a new genome (DD) from \textit{T. tauschii} did not create a great evolutionary pressure. Multiple genomes in hexaploid wheat allowed \textit{T. aestivum} to adapt relatively easily to a new environment (Feldman \textit{et al.}, 1995) and a better response to the alloplasmic line creation (Maan, 1991 and 1992a).

\textbf{Heteroplasmy of mitochondrial genomes in relation to paternal leakage}

During the polymorphism search, we were able to find differences in SNPs between raw and final assembly (Table 4), which indicate that additional polymorphism exists within mitochondrial gene space but was not detected using only \textit{de novo} assembly. We identified 4 alleles of \textit{atp8}, but only two copies of that gene are present in the final assembly of the \textit{T. turgidum} (and \textit{T. aestivum}) mitochondrial genomes. The SNP pattern found in \textit{T. tauschii} matches the two alleles in \textit{T. turgidum}. Additionally, we identified \textit{atp6} (Figure D4), \textit{nad9} (Figure D6), \textit{nad6} (Figure D7) and \textit{rps19-p} (Figure D8).
to have allele variations as identified in the raw assembly data of *T. tauschii* and *T. turgidum*. A gene space polymorphism search also showed that genes *nad3* and *rps1* have two alleles in *T. turgidum* and one of them is the same as *T. tauschii*. It is a common phenomenon that multiple mitotypes are recognized in plant species, as demonstrated in *Brassica napus*, where substochiometric shift was recognized as a reason for observed CMS in that species (Chen *et al.*, 2011). Those results would be on par with results obtained by Hattori *et al.*, 2002 where both maternal and paternal mitotypes prevailed, depending on the line used as a cytoplasm donor. Bentley *et al.*, 2010 also recognized parental mitotypes in *Silene vulgaris* representing 2.5% of mitochondria population. The low amount of mitochondrial DNA carrying paternal genotype would explain that: by only using raw *de novo* sequencing data it was possible to recognize paternal leakage. It is a recognized fact that in hybrids of wheat with *Aegilops* species, one particular plasmon is preferentially maintained in higher levels than other plasmons under different nuclear backgrounds (Tsukamoto *et al.*, 2000). Additionally, we were able to detect indications of both alleles of *atp6*-T and *atp6*-L in durum cytoplasm, together with other genes with major allelic differences between *T. tauschii* and *T. turgidum*. That information strongly suggests the presence of at least two major (possibly parental) mitotypes in *T. durum*. It would be a valuable resource to recheck the raw sequencing data from previous projects to find possible remaining mitotypes and establish paternal relationships between *Triticum* species, especially in case of *T. aestivum*; however, this can probably be achieved in the case of projects where high sequencing depth was obtained, since the amount of paternal DNA can be very low and possibly undetectable. Based on this data it is possible that the mitochondrial genome of *T. tauschii*, was
transferred and is currently present in the *T. aestivum* cytoplasm. Considering the fact that hexaploid wheat is a result of two hybridization events it should be possible to detect three major “parental” mitotypes, reflecting hybridization events, leading to hexaploid wheat.

**Gene synten**y between *T. aestivum* and its parents

Comparison of the gene order showed complete conservation between tetraploid and hexaploid wheat. During assembly analysis, it was found that there is a short region (about 1,200 bp) where no sequencing reads aligned against the reference sequence. An extension process of two contigs from *T. turgidum*, created by removal of the reference sequence of *T. aestivum*, allowed us to join those two contigs at opposite ends. Joining of contigs at the previous position was not possible. One possible reason is the highly polymorphic region between both genomes prohibiting the assembler software from creating the proper alignment. Comparison of the *T. tauschii* genome to other species showed multiple rearrangements. When gene order was compared to *T. tauschii* gene blocks, we were able to identify the particular genes within each block. Existence of gene blocks in mitochondria is a common phenomenon observed in many species and is related to the cotranscription of genes (Hoffmann *et al.*, 1999). It was found that recombination points between some blocks are conserved in plant species, such as in potatoes (Susely *et al.*, 2006). Existence of gene blocks, which are conserved across sequenced *Triticum* species, could indicate that the process of recombination is not random (gene order maintained) but rather controlled by some nuclear component.
Conclusions

The next generation sequencing method allowed us to have a close look at the mitochondrial population and analyze the evolutionary changes. Strong indication of paternal leakage and the heteroplasmy related to it was observed. Using similar methods, it would be possible to observe and track stoichiometric changes in mitochondrial composition, which would bring an answer on the role of heteroplasmy and its relation to male sterility and other phenotypic abnormalities observed in alloplasmic *Triticum* lines. Careful analysis and identification of mitotypes will allow proper identification of phylogenetic relationships and explain the evolution of the *Triticae* tribe. Detailed descriptions of mitochondrial diversity will assist in further explaining of biology of nuclear–cytoplasmic interactions.
CONCLUSIONS

To explain the phenotypic abnormalities observed in the alloplasmic durum line, we sequenced and assembled its mitochondrial genome along with its parents *T. longissimum* and *T. turgidum*. Additionally, we obtained the mitochondrial sequence from *T. tauschii*, one of the ancestral parents for *T. aestivum*, to confirm its evolutionary relationship.

Results showed multiple differences in genome structure, open reading frames and nucleotide polymorphism in the alloplasmic line when compared to parental species. Despite multiple genome rearrangements, gene synteny between species was identified as conserved gene blocks. Evidence of paternal leakage was also recognized. Multiple mitotypes based on single nucleotide polymorphism (in *T. longissimum*, *T. tauschii*, (lo) durum) and major gene differences are present in the *T. turgidum* cytoplasm. We confirmed that *T. turgidum* was the maternal donor of mitochondria to *T. aestivum*. Overall, the majority of the mitochondrial genes are highly conserved in all species analyzed; however, we observed number of variations in the alloplasmic line that likely formed as a result of its development.

Mitochondria in *Triticum* species create a picture of conserved gene content with few major gene differences. Our results allow functional analysis of gene space and formulate the basis for explaining some of the phenotypic variations observed in the alloplasmic lines. Identification of various cytoplasms (also particular mitotypes within organism or tissue type) could also allow development of strategies to select for favorable types during wheat hybrid creation. Analysis of the (lo) durum mitochondrial genome
indicated a complex series of rearrangements and variations where a single genetic variation cannot be established as the likely cause of abnormal phenotypes in this line. Looking at the overall conservation of mitochondrial genomes and the presence of multiple mitotypes, the most probable cause for an aberrant phenotype would be substoichiometric shift. Quantitative analysis of a mitochondrial population is necessary to establish this reason as underlying the phenotypic variation in the alloplasmic line. Here, we also propose a method to establish ancestral relationships among the *Triticeae* tribe based on the mitochondrial genome, using reference assembly.
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Here I would like to propose the use of mitochondrial genome reference assembly as an easy and relatively fast method to establish phylogenetic relationships between closely related species. This proposal is based on data and experience gained from sequencing four mitochondrial genomes from the Triticeae tribe, that is T. turgidum, T. tauschii, T. longissimum, (lo) durum and also the previously sequenced T. aestivum mitochondrial genome (Ogihara et al. 2004). For details about sequence data and assembly process please refer to the Material and Methods chapter, Paper I and II of this dissertation.

There are two main ways to perform genome assembly, which can be applied to various kinds of sequencing techniques: de novo and reference assembly. A de novo assembly uses sequencing reads (read length depends on the sequencing technology used) to create full-length sequences, based only on sequence information provided by the reads itself (including one-end or pair-end information). A reference assembly is based on the assembly of sequencing reads against a previously established “backbone sequence”. The backbone sequence guides an assembly process. These two approaches can differ in obtained results: de novo assembly allows the creation of novel genomic sequences for which a sequence was not previously known. Reference assembly creates the possibility to build genomes, which are similar, but carry some level of polymorphism (most often polymorphism recognized as single nucleotide polymorphism). It is relatively easy and fast to obtain results from mapping assembly,
since the alignment of sequencing reads is based on sequence information already given by the references sequence used for assembly.

Multiple proposals of de novo sequencing of thousands genomes, such as projects like the i5k initiative (Arthropod Sequencing Initiative) or the project announced in Nature (The 1000 Genome Project Consortium), where the goal is to sequence 1092 of human genomes (BGI-Shenzhen, China), will rely on only de novo assembly as a method.

Why is de novo assembly valuable even in the case of species whose genomes are assembled? The main reason for that is to properly describe nucleotide and sequence variation, which cannot be detected using simple reference assembly. This variation can certainly be lost during sequencing projects which try to describe population of genomes which are highly diversified, such as mitochondrial population. Here, simple reference assembly can only provide information about one of many mitotypes present in a cell. Structural and nucleotide polymorphism present between mitotypes will not be detected until proper de novo assembly is performed.

However, de novo assembly is very challenging to the biologist from multiple perspectives. These problems include: size of genomes, complexity (e.g. number and length of repeated regions), sequencing errors, length of sequencing reads, quality assessment of finished assemblies, computational resources of particular projects and access to a highly skilled software designer who could address project-specific needs and integrate that information when particular problems arise. In general, the amount of data and ease with which we can obtain sequencing reads is not connected with ease we can assemble that data and actually obtain biologically relevant information. Proposed here is
a new use of reference assembly, with the use of a backbone sequence to guide the search for new genomic information, which would allow much easier recognition of any polymorphism found in new analyzed sequences. The differences which would be found during the process would give us a possibility to describe relative distance between analyzed species.

Phylogeny is the study of relationships between genes, either proteins or whole organisms, which are derived from common ancestor. In other words, phylogenetic studies allow researchers to establish evolutionary relationships. The most common way to establish this kind of relationship is to build multiple alignments of nucleotide/protein gene sequences between various species. These are most often based on a single gene sequence of conserved, non-protein coding genes such as parts of ribosomal proteins. Based on the multi-alignment distance between all sequences established, phylogenetic tree depicting relationships between species is drawn.

A combination of reference assembly and phylogenetic studies can be made. That information would be biologically relevant and important and would allow researcher to establish phylogenetic relationships between closely related species based on a few fully sequenced mitochondrial genomes, without the tedious and expensive process of building hundreds of mitochondrial genomes \textit{de novo}. It is known that mitochondria are highly conserved, but their structure is variable between even closely related species or even within a particular cell, which makes \textit{de novo} assembly very difficult. In our studies we obtained mitochondrial genomic DNA from four \textit{Triticum} species. The first step in our genome analysis was to perform the mapping assembly, against the \textit{T. aestivum} mitochondrial genome; we also used negative control from \textit{Tripsacum dactyloides} to
demonstrate how assembly will perform based on the backbone from a species distant to *Triticum*. The Figure A2 represents the results of that assembly. Analysis of the results from genome assembly allowed us to immediately recognize that *T. durum* and *T. aestivum* share highly similar mitochondrial genomes, with the exception of the region designated as E (Figure A2). Additionally, we can see that *T. tauschii* and *T. dactyloides* do not share similarity almost in any region across the genome. Results from *T. longissimum* and *T. tauschii* shows that these genomes share similar regions to *T. aestivum* and also that they are very similar to each other. For the purpose of that discussion, on Figure A2 regions A-D were designated, and show places without read coverage. Approximate size of these regions is very similar between both species. Additionally, we also described in similar fashion the (lo) durum line. In this case, a lack of regions C and D is observed and size difference between the region marked as A. Region B seems to be present in all three species. Summary of those results are in Table A1.

**Table A1.** Summary of the mapping assembly results of all four sequenced species. Mapping assembly performed based on *T. aestivum*. Letters designate regions of no sequence read coverage. Minus and plus sign mark the absence or presence of given region. Dollar sign designates the region with size change in relation to other species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specie</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>T. aestivum</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. turgidum</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. longissimum</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(lo) durum</td>
<td>+$</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. tauschii</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A1 shows an example of data that is gathered after performing reference assembly. Detection of SNPs within the regions similar to both species would be possible, allowing an even more precise description of recognized polymorphism.

It’s important to note that observed similarities between described species, were also confirmed by a more in-depth analysis of gene comparison, ORF search and SNP analysis, which showed the same relationships between all five species as described in the mapping assembly analysis. Accuracy confirmation of the described method was done with a mapping assembly of the *T. longissimum* genome, with use of backbone from *T. tauschii*, where both genomes share identical genome structure and content. Based on those results it would be possible to develop software, with use of the described algorithm, which would allow to precisely identify regions of coverage/no coverage, describe size differences between species, possible coverage variation for each region, and single polymorphism differences within similar regions. Collection of that information would allow the creation of phylogenetic trees, which in the end give the possibility to establish evolutionary distances within that species. This algorithm would
create a great tool to assess the diversity of mitochondrial genomes, based on a single reference genome, without the need of difficult and unpredictable de novo assembly, additionally lowering cost of project. At the same time, this technique would provide a robust method to describe relationships between cytoplasms within e.g. Triticum tribe, greatly improving studies of cytoplasm diversity.
Figure A2. Graphical representation of mapping assembly between four *Triticum* species. Species compared are *T. turgidum*, *T. longissimum*, (lo) durum, *T. tauschii* using the *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome as a backbone sequence. For the control of the assembly process we used *Tripsacum dactyloides* as a backbone sequence and assemble the *T. tauschii* sequencing reads against it. Colorful picks across genomes represent sequencing reads assembled in that particular region, or regions of no reads coverage (examples depicted by black boxes). Additionally, differences between genomes are visible in coverage pattern, showing highly conserved regions of mitochondrial genomes. Picture not normalized, and can’t be used for exact quantitative comparison. Letter (A-E) designate no coverage regions.
APPENDIX B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSEMBLY WORKSTATION

Constantly improving the next generation DNA sequencing (NGS) methods, also known as deep sequencing, brings more genomic data than ever before, providing great opportunity to accelerate biological research (Shendure and Ji, 2008). NGS technologies are highly dependent on the computer processing unit (CPU), available random access memory (RAM) and hard disk drive (HDD) storage capacity to properly process and describe large amounts of raw sequencing data. Additionally, extensive post processing is required, which also is highly demanding. Processes such as contig editing, joining, alignment and other related data manipulation creates a need for appropriate hardware.

At the time we obtained mitochondrial sequencing data, there was no possibility to use the computers available in our laboratory or any of the multicore computer clusters available at the North Dakota State University (NDSU) Campus, because of hardware requirements of current assembly software. Reasons of that was insufficient CPU processing power, capacity of RAM per CPU, and assembly software that was not optimized to utilize multicore CPUs. In this case, a 96-node parallel cluster available at NDSU, provided a speed of assembly as fast as one of the clusters nodes (CPU). Additionally, each of nodes didn’t have sufficient RAM capabilities where 56 nodes had 1 gigabyte, 8 nodes had 6 gigabytes and 32 nodes had 2 gigabytes of RAM.

We decided to build a computer based on Intel i7 950 CPU (3.04 GHz) four core processor with Hyper-Threading technology (Figure B1). That particular platform allowed us to have up to 24 GB of RAM per CPU, however for this project we used only 12 GB of RAM, which was sufficient to assemble acquired sequencing data, and also perform tasks connected with data editing and annotation. We were able to run de novo
assembly in about 8 hours, mapping assembly in about 4 hours (depending on assembly parameters and sample) using MIRA assembly software. The multicore structure of the processor and a large amount of RAM memory allowed us to run assembly for three species at the same time, greatly improving time for checking various assembly parameters, and to choose optimal assembly conditions.

The assembled computer will be able to facilitate future assembly projects.

Operating systems and main software used during assembly and post processing:

Windows 7 64-bit, Ubuntu 64-bit, MIRA, Staden Package, Tablet software.

Figure B1. Computer workstation built for mitochondrial genome assembly. Computer was capable of running three mitochondrial assemblies simultaneously. General specification: Intel i7 950 (3.06GHz), 12 GB (6 x 2GB) DDR3 RAM Triple Chanel, 640GB HDD.
Table C1. PCR primers for DNA quantification and *atp6* gene sequence confirmation. These primers were used to establish the level of chloroplast and nuclear DNA contamination in the mitochondrial DNA samples and to differentiate between alleles of *atp6* gene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genome (gene)</th>
<th>Primer name</th>
<th>Sequence 5' - 3'</th>
<th>Amplicon size (bp)</th>
<th>Primer source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloroplast (<em>psb60</em>)</td>
<td>psbB-60F</td>
<td>ATGGGTTTGCCTTGGTATCGTGATTCAC</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>Heinze B. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>psbB-61R</td>
<td>TCCCCATAYACCAATGCGAGATA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondria (<em>nad3</em>)</td>
<td>nad3-F</td>
<td>GCACCCCTTTCCATTCATA</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>This dissertation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nad3-R</td>
<td>TCGGAATTTCACGATTTGG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus (retro-junction)</td>
<td>cfp1589</td>
<td>GTTTTCGTTGATCGATATGTGATGATG</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>Paux E. <em>et al.</em> 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cfp1589</td>
<td>ATCTCTACCCCGCCGCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>atp6</em></td>
<td><em>atp6LO-F</em></td>
<td>TCCGCAGCCTGTAACCGGC</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>This dissertation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>atp6LO-R</em></td>
<td>GCAGTGGGACTCCGAGGTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>atp6TU-F</em></td>
<td>AAGCCCAAGCTGACCTGAGC</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>This dissertation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>atp6TU-R</em></td>
<td>GCAGTGGGACTCCGAGGTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SNV is single nucleotide variation found in a particular position, only nucleotide changes were considered (insertion/deletions were excluded from analysis).

Block describes genomic regions with an increased density of SNVs (with distance between single SNVs lower than 15 bp).

**Table C2.** Final assembly results for mitochondrial genomes of various *Triticum* species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Coverage (x)</th>
<th>Genome size (bp)</th>
<th>Read length (bp)</th>
<th># of contigs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>T. tauschii</em></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>399,374</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. turgidum</em></td>
<td>114</td>
<td>451,925</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. longissimum</em></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>399,074</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(lo) durum</em></td>
<td>133</td>
<td>432,606</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table C3.** Number of single nucleotide variations (SNVs) and SNV blocks found within a particular species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>SNP*</th>
<th>SNV density (1SNV/bp)</th>
<th>SNV block (#SNV)$^$</th>
<th>1-10x$^#$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>T. turgidum</em></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1/4,859</td>
<td>22 (151)</td>
<td>0.3%(1,283 bp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(lo) durum</em></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1/7,091</td>
<td>15 (155)</td>
<td>0.9%(3,903 bp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. longissimum</em></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1/6,542</td>
<td>27 (246)</td>
<td>1%(3,962 bp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. tauschii</em></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1/4,294</td>
<td>20 (171)</td>
<td>0.3%(1,186 bp)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SNV is single nucleotide variation found in a particular position, only nucleotide changes were considered (insertion/deletions were excluded from analysis).

$^\$Block describes genomic regions with an increased density of SNVs (with distance between single SNVs lower than 15 bp).

$^#$Percent of regions with coverage of 1-10x in the assembled genomes
Table C4. Nucleotide variation(s) in ribosomal protein coding genes. Listed are the nucleotide changes found in (lo) durum, *T. longissimum* and *T. tauschii* with *T. turgidum* as the backbone sequence. The SNP’s characteristic for alloplasmic line is underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ribosomal proteins</th>
<th>T. turgidum</th>
<th>T. longissimum</th>
<th>T. tauschii</th>
<th>(lo) durum</th>
<th>Amino acid change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>rps1-1</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps1-2</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C/A(^{33}), C/T(^{397})</td>
<td>C/A(^{33}), C/T(^{397})</td>
<td>C/A(^{33}), C/T(^{397})</td>
<td>no change, T/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps2-1</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps2-2</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A/T(^{233})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps4-1</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps4-2</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G/T(^{146}), T/G(^{236})</td>
<td>G/T(^{146}), T/G(^{236})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>R/L, L/R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps4-3</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G/T(^{146}), T/G(^{236}), C/A(^{495})</td>
<td>no change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps13-1</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps13-2</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A/C(^{45})</td>
<td>A/C(^{45})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rps13-3</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A/C(^{45}), A/C(^{170})</td>
<td>no change, E/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rpl5-1</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rpl5-2</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>G/T(^{28})</td>
<td>G/T(^{28})</td>
<td>G/T(^{28})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>His tRNA-1</em></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>His tRNA-2</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C/T(^{10}), T/C(^{22})</td>
<td>C/T(^{10}), T/C(^{22})</td>
<td>C/T(^{10}), T/C(^{22})</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arabic numbers indicate the SNP position relative to the start codon

+/- Indicates the presence/absence of gene allele in a particular genome

* Gene with multiple alleles. Reported here are the most abundant alleles

& Summary of nucleotide variation observed only in genes with one known allele of that gene within a species
Table C5. Nucleotide variation(s) within the coding genes of the electron transport complexes. Listed are the nucleotide changes found in (lo) durum, *T. longissimum* and *T. tauschii* with *T. turgidum* as the backbone sequence. The SNP’s characteristic for each line are underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Complex I</th>
<th>Complex IV</th>
<th>Complex V</th>
<th>Other proteins</th>
<th>Variations&lt;sup&gt;â†—&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>T. turgidum</em></td>
<td><em>T. longissimum</em></td>
<td><em>T. tauschii</em></td>
<td>(lo) durum</td>
<td>Amino acid change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nad3-1*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nad3-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T/C&lt;sup&gt;185&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T/C&lt;sup&gt;185&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T/C&lt;sup&gt;185&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>L/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cox3-1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cox3-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A/C&lt;sup&gt;157&lt;/sup&gt;, GA/TC&lt;sup&gt;687&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A/C&lt;sup&gt;157&lt;/sup&gt;, GA/TC&lt;sup&gt;687&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>I/L, QM/HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cox3-3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp1-1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp1-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A/T&lt;sup&gt;1431&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A/T&lt;sup&gt;1431&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A/T&lt;sup&gt;1431&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>no change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp8-I-1*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp8-I-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C/A&lt;sup&gt;239&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>C/A&lt;sup&gt;239&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp8-I-3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp8-II-1*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp8-II-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C/A&lt;sup&gt;239&lt;/sup&gt;, G/A&lt;sup&gt;463&lt;/sup&gt;, T/C&lt;sup&gt;467&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>C/A&lt;sup&gt;239&lt;/sup&gt;, G/A&lt;sup&gt;463&lt;/sup&gt;, T/C&lt;sup&gt;467&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atp8-II-3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mttB-1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mttB-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T/G&lt;sup&gt;41&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>L/W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arabic numbers indicate the SNP position relative to the start codon

<sup>â†—</sup> Indicates the presence/absence of gene allele in a particular genome

* Gene with multiple alleles. Reported here are only the most abundant alleles

& Summary of nucleotide variation observed only in genes with one known allele of that gene within species
Table C6. Characteristics of the *de novo* assemblies used for gene space description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of assembly run</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Minimum coverage</th>
<th># of best contigs selected</th>
<th>Largest config (bp)</th>
<th>N50 (bp)</th>
<th>Total consensus (bp)</th>
<th>Total average coverage (x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run10Bastien3</td>
<td><em>T. turgidum</em></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>32,888</td>
<td>7,063</td>
<td>978,532</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(lo) durum</em></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>36,597</td>
<td>13,476</td>
<td>482,735</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>T. longissimum</em></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,409</td>
<td>26,024</td>
<td>4,752</td>
<td>6,226,807</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>T. tauschii</em></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>36,496</td>
<td>9,732</td>
<td>519,397</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run4</td>
<td><em>T. turgidum</em></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>31,874</td>
<td>8,303</td>
<td>767,867</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(lo) durum</em></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>44,554</td>
<td>24,461</td>
<td>431,313</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>T. longissimum</em></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,419</td>
<td>27,701</td>
<td>4,949</td>
<td>6,212,505</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>T. tauschii</em></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31,694</td>
<td>17,841</td>
<td>435,711</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure D1. Mitochondrial DNA amplification, gel separation. MtDNA was amplified using Rolling Circle Amplification (RCA) with random hexamer primers and separated in a 1% agarose gel. M-size markers, C-Lambda DNA was used as amplification control.
Figure D2. Nebulization results of mitochondrial genomic DNA (A). The sample picture shown here comes from *T. longissimum*. Fragments from 500 bp to 700 bp were used for sequencing (B). M-size markers.
Figure D4. The full atp6 gene sequence including conserved regions of mitochondrial genome surrounding both alleles of atp6 gene. Region colored blue represents a pre-sequence part of atp6 gene, starting from ATG codon. Regions colored green represent conserved region and gray bars shows polymorphism found within core region of gene.
Figure D4. The full *atp6* gene sequence including conserved regions of mitochondrial genome surrounding both alleles of *atp6* gene (continued).
Figure D4. The full \textit{atp6} gene sequence including conserved regions of mitochondrial genome surrounding both alleles of \textit{atp6} gene (continued).
Figure D5. The BlastN results using the *T. longissimum* mitochondrial *atp6* gene region. Results show a lack of similarity between the pre-sequence region of *atp6* gene (from START codon), and the conserved flanking sequences compared to *T. aestivum* mitochondrial genome (first four hits) and *T. timopheevii*. The core region reveals a high conservation among other species (black box). (NCBI, 2011; http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)
Figure D6. The full \textit{nad9} gene nucleotide sequence multi-alignment. Three SNP’s were recognized (light gray boxes) in comparison to \textit{T. turgidum}, one of them (dark gray box) was found only in (lo) durum line. A four-nucleotide deletion in \textit{T. longissimum} creates a STOP codon at the base 157, an additional dinucleotide change (CA/TG\textsuperscript{134-135}) change in (lo) durum is indicated by the (orange box).
Figure D6. The full nad9 gene nucleotide sequence multi-alignment (continued).
Figure D7. The full *nad6* gene nucleotide sequence multi-alignment. Three SNPs were recognized and two dinucleotide changes (light gray boxes) in comparison to *T. turgidum*. Beginning from the 703 bp position there is the start of highly polymorphic gene region.
Figure D7. The full nad6 gene nucleotide sequence multi-alignment (continued).
Figure D8. The result of rps19-p multi-alignment. It was found that *T. turgidum* has 9 bp deletions in relation to the (lo) durum and *T. longissimum* alleles, where both of these species share the same allele.
Figure D9. Multi-alignment of nucleotide sequences of *orf359* from *T. turgidum*, *T. aestivum* and (lo) durum. Orf359 is not present in *T. longissimum* and *T. tauschii*. Blue color indicates observed polymorphism between species.